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Subiect Headings: An Introductory Paper
By

JULIA PETTEE

Head Cataloger, Union Theological Seminary, New

York

I

N NO other field of library science does one feel quite so inadequate, if asked for
advice, a s in the field of subject headings. Even the instructors in the library
schools confess an incompetence to deal as thoroughly and systematically with
subject headings as they deal with other topics. One teacher I once approached exclaimed "Oh, subject headings!" and threw up her hands with a gesture of despair.
There is a very good genealogical reason for this uncertainty. Subject headings on
their mother's side have an ancient and honorable lineage. They are derived from the
systematic or classed catalog. They inherit an innate instinct for order and completion. But on their father's side they spring from the index, a modern upstart, a quickwitted, impulsive, irresponsible fellow out after immediate results, throwing all system and order to the winds. I t is this ill-mated pair t h a t are responsible for the whole
progeny of alphabetical subject catalogs as we know them today displaying oftentimes in fantastic ways both the strength and weakness of their forebears.
We have to understand this before we can make much progress in reducing them
to anything like a systematic order. But just as in biology two opposite strains may
produce an entirely new strain with superior qualities, so today this possibly is being
realized in our best type of alphabetical dictionary catalog.
The index idea, dating back to Poole's lirst periodical index in 1853, dominated our
first attempts to construct a dictionary catalog. "Enter topics directly under their
immediate name," a book on oak trees under oak, is a fundamental direction taken
from the index. I t remains a fundamental direction and must be remembered as an
organic idea underlying this type of catalog. Here both the catalog and the reader
using the dictionary catalog must be instructed, for it is natural t o our thinking t o
class our ideas, and, even when we want specific material, t o search for i t under more
comprehensive captions; for example, if we want oak trees or pine trees or trees of any
description we are likely to think of trees, or even, perhaps, forestry or botany.
This is the first law of the dictionary catalog, and t o the user of i t we say: Look
directly under the name of the very specific topic you are dealing with. If you do not
find material there, if the library has it, you should at least find a direction designating the heading under which i t will be found.
Having said this and emphasized it, a whole chapter might be devoted to the assimilation of this index idea with our dictionary catalog's other heritage - a systematic ordcr. This index direction, t o enter topics under t h e most spec~ficheadirlg
possible, though i t must stand as our basic rule, should be applied with discretion.
Exceptions many times better serve our purposes and this rule must always be
4 1
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adapted to the size and nature of our collection of books. But only one who understands and appreciates the value of a rule is wise enough to make exceptions.
Our dictionary catalogs today are much better organized and much more efficient
instruments than they were 30 or 40 years ago. At that date subject headings were
still in the process of coijrdination. Many subject entries were simply inverted title
entries. Each catalog was practically a law unto itself. Many stock jokes were made
a t the expense of the dictionary catalog, as for example the book on neat's foot oil
t h a t was found entered under two headings - NEATNESS
and FEET.I will not vouch
for the truth of this illustration, but ignorant catalogers did perpetrate many holy
horrors of just this sort and for a time the dictionary catalog was somewhat in ill
repute.
This danger made me very hesitant some years ago when the question of setting up
a dictionary or a classed catalog had to be decided. I t made other catalogers open
their eyes to the function of the dictionary catalog and it has been gradually dawning
upon us that, after all, the index gave us a method but that the catalog itself must be
considered as a true descendant of the systematic catalog much modified by a new
method.
Because it is a descendant of the systematic catalog the second law and commandment is " Consider your dictionary catalog as a 'whole.' " Think of i t as a systematic
arrangement of knowledge, just as truly as a classed catalog, but broken up into
segments which are provided with names and scattered by an alphabetical order.
Now in this paper I am assuming two types of catalogers and I am going to talk to
them separately.
First, I will assume a cataloger, who has some knowledge and experience in making
a dictionary catalog, faced with a special library which she must organize or some
library catalog, which is already made, which must be overhauled and revised, or a
cataloger, who is responsible for the upkeep of the catalog.
T o this cataloger who has an initial job of organization on her hands, there is one
absolutely necessary essential to her task. She must, first of all, know her literature
a n d know the purposes for which i t is used The special librarian must master thoroughly all material relating to her special field, know how it is used and be perfectly
familiar with its terminology. If it is a psychological research library, she must be up
t o the minute in the literature of the field of psychology; if i t is the rubber industry,
she must know all about the production, manufacture and sale of rubber and rubber
goods. If she doesn't know i t when she takes the job, like the lawyer who pleads a
case, she must get up this knowledge and master it. You cannot achieve real success
and make a catalog of permanent value unless you know the subject matter of your
literature.
T o make an adequate subject catalog, the subject matter must be considered a s a
unit t o be analyzed into its logical parts in the very same way that is done in building
u p a classed catalog. If your topic is rubber, you will have topics on the sources of
rubber, the planting and culture of rubber trees, on the chemical processes of the extraction of rubber and the technical processes of the making of rubber goods. You will
have geographical and descriptive works on rubber-producing countries, books on the
economic and political control of these countries, books relating to labor in rubber
colonies, books on the economic and financial problems of the rubber industry, on
the tariff, on the rubber monopolies and on the sale and distribution of rubber products. You will study these topics in all their interrelations until you are familiar with
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everything relating t o rubber. You will know the history of the Belgian Congo, have
the run of tariff legislation and know the names of rubber articles from hair brushes
to rubber tires and the processes that go with their manufacture. Upon this basis of
familiarity with the topics and their nomenclature, you are ready to select and deline
your headings. If your subject is very technical, secure the cooperation of some one
who is an authority o n your subject. The terms chosen should be comprehensive
enough to avoid the use of largely overlapping terms. They should be expl~cita s t o
what is definitely included and excluded. If the heading itself does not show this
clearly, an information card should precede the entries. The Library of Congress list
of "Subject Headings" gives good examples of these explanatory cards.
For every special librarian considerable original work must go into the subject
catalog. No general list of subject headings will exactly apply to the special material
and the special uses made of it. Of course, general lists should be consulted but many
questions regarding subject headings can only be settled o u t of a fullness of knowledge of the subject. For instance, whether the catalog for the rubber library is best
served by using the Library of Congress heading TIRES,
RUBBER,
with subheads t o
cover all sorts of rubber tired articles from automobiles to doll carriages, or whether
works on tires should be scattered alphabetically b y kind, into AUTOMOBILE
TIRES,
BICYCLETIRES,etc., not the layman but only a person familiar with the material can
wisely decide. In this original work i t will help greatly if a list of all the headings used
with cross references is kept and counterchecked in the form ol the old A . L A.
"Subject Head~ngList." I keep my list on cards for convenience.
If you are faced with the revision of an old catalog or making a new dictionary
catalog for a general collection, perhaps you will be tempted t o dismiss my advice a s
too big an order when I say the cataloger should master her material. "The whole
sum total of knowledge! What do you think we are, walking encyclopaedias? " I hear
you say. Well, yes, we would have to be just that if we retained all that me once had
mastered. But, Blessed be! it's the things we forget (as well as the things we never
knew) that fill the encyclopaedias, and excellent catalogers can still go along and be
taken for very ordinary normal people.
With this happy provision for forgetting in mind, I still say, master your silbject
material. I t is not so difficult if mastered piecemeal. If you are recatalogi~lga library,
plan to recatalog by subjects. I t is a far more satisfactory method than taking your
books hit or miss, now one on Africa and immediately after that, one on confetti. By
taking up your sections by subjects, just as the special librarian does, you will have
the opportunity of getting the relationships between your subject material correctly
established and become familiar with the nomenclature of the subject. Analyze the
subject material, search out the established forms of name or phrase by which each
topic is known, then check with the Library of Congress or other recognized subject
lists. Note my order. Do your own thinking first. Then you are ready to check an
authoritative list.
I n recataloging a subject, I actually save up the master cards before they are copied until I have the cards for the whole class together, then with all my material in
hand decide upon t h e headings. By doing this one is not only able to select the better
forms of heading b u t one can see to it that similar books are entered under the same
headings. Books done hit or miss are very likely t o go unrepresented under some
headings which would be caught up if you are doing a r~urnberof similar books at the
same time.
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If one is revising a catalog and not reclassing, I would advise a similar method.
Remove the main cards (or keep tabs on them in some other way, by cards or slips)
for the whole subject a t the same time'and revise the headings en masse. Where possible, wholesale methods are preferable to the hit-or-miss-single-book-method in
revision. This is not saylng that each single volume should not be accurately sized-up
for its particular subject matter. T h a t of course goes without saying and is assumed
in the first place.
Every head cataloger or cataloger responsible for the making of a dictionary catalog must look at the catalog as a whole, consider i t as a unit of subject material. Its
underlying structure must be built up as systematically and consistently as we build
our classed catalog. The alphabetical order is an incident, a peculiar method of arrangement.
But now, how about the cataloger who does not have the overhead responsibility
for making an original catalog or for the upkeep of the catalog - the cataloger who
cannot choose her own part but is handed out books hit-or-miss, on every known
topic and expected to catalog, class and assign subject headings and to do i t quickly
too, Would her practical chief tell her that she must master the whole system of
knowledge before assigning a particular subject heading to a particular book? I
expect if the cataloger put that idea into practice, she would run the chance of being
dismissed at the end of the month when she handed in her record sheet. But let me
whisper in her ear " I t s a good idea - keep i t in your head just the same, even if you
a r e expected to earn your money by a pretty fixed output of work."
I t is possible for her to realize the value of this as an ideal and to keep her eyes open
t o the possibility of applying it in her daily work without spending library time unnecessarily in covering the x~holefield.
She is provided with an authoritative list of subject headings which has already
been carefully worked out and counterchecked and this list she is expected to accept
instead of the whole sum total of knowledge her chief is supposed to be possessed of.
(I a m sorry for the chief I am creating, but chiefs must have ideals no matter how low
they fall from them.)
I t is not only a possibility but it is one of the essential qualifications of a good
cataloger that she should consider the relationships of each heading she assigns a t
least a s far as the "next of kin."
Here is a language book entitled "Life of Christ in a phonetic alphabet of 47 characters." The printed Library of Congress cards carry the single subject heading
PHONETIC
ALPHABETS. She checks this heading with the catalog and notes that similar works are entered under REFORMED
SPELLING.Before she can dispose of her book,
she must consider the various headings that have to do with phonetics and reformed
spelling. To the extent of knowing how these various headings are defined, what
cross references are necessary to bind them together and if the entries under the
various headings are correctly made according to the contents of the books, the cataloger of that particular book is responsible. I t is her duty to master this small topic
SPELLING
in all its relationships. And by mastering topic by topic in this way, in time
a n d with ambition, she may approximate that encyclopaedia.
This is a minimum required of every cataloger who assigns subject headings. Witho u t this care in seeing that the "next of kin" stand in proper relationship t o the immediate book and that these kindred subjects occupy their own respective domiciles
properly connected by references, the catalog becomes a hodge podge. Without this
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careful definition of subject headings there will be an unnecessary duplication of entries and what is even more serious all the material on each subject will not be found
under its own proper heading.
A warning should be given concerning the use of the headings on the Library of
Congress cards. I t is no reflection whatsoever on those headings themselves. As a
rule, they give very careful and correct summaries of the subject matter contained in
the books they represent and the recent cards conform pretty exactly to the Library
of Congress list. Some of the older cards, however, bear headings which have been
changed and consequently each heading should be checked for form.
As a rule the headings in the catalogs of our libraries have been set up independently. Lists other than the Library of Congress list of headings have been used in the
past, and even if the Library of Congress list is adopted as a present standard, there
are many variations from it. Unless there is some unusual advantage to be gained to
offset the trouble of changing, it seems to me poor policy to change just for the sake
of uniformity. I t is better to check variations in a copy of the Library of Congress
headings which is kept on hand a t the cataloger's desk. Personally I prefer to check
m y headings by my catalog itself, using the list only for establishing new headings. In
this way, I see what books are actually under the headings. But often the catalog is
inaccessible and the ease of the desk chair makes a checked Library of Congress list
desirable. Of course a special library should keep its own checked and counterchecked
list.
There are several things of importance the cataloger should be on the lookout for in
using Library of Congress cards. The cards may offer analytical headings not needed
in your catalog. If you are in a special library, you will want to drop out many of
them not important for your work. I n a theological library, a general treat~seon economic conditions in South Africa may have a chapter on carboniferous rocks which is
brought out by a heading on the printed card. Now my readers are not particularly
interested in the carboniferous period and I see no use in noting this material. So I
drop i t out. I n dropping it out I have to size up future possibilities. If some professor
is a p t to go in for carboniferous rocks I'd better not drop it, but the chances are t h a t
we will never need that heading and if a book specifically on that subject comes
along later and I have to use i t no harm will be done if that particular chapter is
missed.
A danger very closely allied to this is the temptation offered for setting up headings
which we do not wish to build up. Here is a book on excavations in Palestine. T h e
Library of Congress cards have the heading EXCAVATIONS
(ARCBAEOLOGY)
PALESTINE.NOWmy particular library has no interest in EXCAVATIONS
as such - there is
no reason why I should start this heading. ARCI~AEOLOGY
will cover the general material. The particular material I want under place or topic. So I discard it completely.
Headings started but not kept up are misleading, for one expects to find under each
heading a complete file of the subject matter the library has on that topic. Discarded
headings should be kept in mind and may be listed or checked in the desk copy of
subject headings. But in any case be warned. Do not start a heading you do not need
and when a heading is once used keep it u p - use i t to full capacity.
In its present stage the Library of Congress list is necessarily incomplcte and the
headings on the Library of Congress cards must be supplemented from other lists.
Here is a card for a book entitled "Community Religion." I need to supplemellt the
CHURCIIES which is lacking. Here
Library of Congress headings with COMAIUNITY

.
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again it is necessary to know your own catalog. You are not building a universal catalog but one for your own collection.
Another danger is in the use of subheads. In a small catalog, few subheads are
necessary. I t is quite good form to use many cards and make several entries under
different topics which as the catalog grows should be consolidated into fewer entries
with subheads. For example, a book on public schools in New York City in a small
SCHOOLS; the other, NEW YORK
catalog is represented by two cards: one, PL'DLIC
CITY;but the time wlll come when a single entry with subhead is better. Lye should
never duplicate synonymous headings. We can not run both headings PUBLIC
SCHOOLS -NEW YORK
CITY,and NEWYORKCITY- PUBLICSCHOOLS, but we must
choose one. So we cut out all New York City entries from our caption PUBLIC
~ C H O O L Sand insert a cross reference to the effect that works on public schools in
particular cities are entered under the name of the city and consolidate the cards
under the single heading NEWYORKCITY- PUBLICSCHOOIS. This shifting and consolidation as the catalog grows is a continuous process and as Miss Mann has well
put i t - in building up our subject catalog we take two steps backward to each step
fonvard. Library of Congress headings printed on our cards have to be constantly
watched here. Does the Library of Congress use a subhead when we have used two
headings, or have we used a subhead when the Library of Congress has two? Do we
want to establish in our catalog all the headings indicated on the Library of Congress
cards? Have the Library of Congress cards omitted headmgs we have already established or that we wish to establish? These are questions we must keep well in mind.
I have one other bit of advice to offer makers of a dictionary catalog. The dictionary catalog, although I have emphasized the necessity for consistency in it, and its
intrinsic nature as a systematic catalog, is not necessarily a complete subject catalog
of all the literature the library possesses. Of course, it can be made complete, but that,
in my estimation, would be work of supererogat~on.I t is intended to be used in a library which is classed. If the library has no open shelves, i t is always provided with a
classed catalog - the shelf list. In most libraries the shelf list can be made readily
available and n e should not ask the dictionary catalog to do what the shelf list can
more readily do. We should treat the dictionary catalog as complementary to the
classification. For that reason, all form entries for literature may be omitted. Make
the classification or its representative, the shelf list, do its full share of work. Do not
duplicate the classification schedules in the dictionary catalog but develop the dictionary catalog as a supplement to the classification scheme.
I have tried to give my idea as to the essential nature of the dictionary catalog and
some directions which I regard as fundamental and which every one having any responsibility for a dictionary catalog should observe. T o go further and give more
specific directions would be to repeat Miss Llann's excellent chapter on SUBJECT
HEADINGS in her "Introduction to cataloging and the classification of books " Every
cataloger, of course, should be familiar with these rules. This paper may be considered a s introductory to them.
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Periodicals: Their Collection, Care and Use in
the Special Library
By ELSIE RACKSTRAW, Librarian

w

Federal Reserve Board, Washington

ITH the rapid growth of the special library, increasing importance is
attached to periodicals, and the work of ordering, circulating, indesing and
clipping current material assumes a place commensurate with, if not overbalancing, that of the collection and cataloging of book and pamphlet material.
This emphasis has followed a vociferous demand to know what the world is saying
and doing each day, each week, each month in particular phases of our life and work.
I t has been necessary for special libraries to devise methods of meeting some of
these demands as quickly and satisfactorily as possible, and through a process of
trial and error certain rules of practice can be laid down as a workable basis for a
periodical service.
Order Routine
If the subscription list is small, the best results are obtained by placing orders
for periodicals directly with individual publishers. The slight additional cost and
detail work involved in handling subscription orders individually are offset by having
a direct transaction, not complicated by a middleman. A subscription agency becomes a necessity, however, when the number of subscriptions is large enough to
invite the saving of subscription rates b y group ordering, and the saving of the
time of a periodical clerk or purchasing agent who handles the orders. Such agencies
are fairly numerous for both foreign and domestic subscriptions - G. E. Stechert,
I;. W. Faxon Company, Brentano's, Henry Goldberger, International Sews Company, Franklin Square Subscription Agency, to name only a few.
I t is practical to have all subscription orders issued from the library, and all
subscriptions expire at the same time each year. This facilitates the making of a
complete record of publications received by an organization, and avoids a lapse in
deliveries and a constant attention to renewals when expiration dates differ. In most
organizations maintaining a library, a purchasing department performs the detail
work of order and payment, and close cooperation between the library and this
department must exist if this centralization is to be effected and the machinery,
which regulates the flow of material to the library, is to be kept running smoothly.
Many libraries have found a great help and time-saver in the circulation of a
complete list of periodicals received. Sometimes these lists have a simple classihcation, by country, by subject, etc., with notes on the frequency of issue, length of the
file, the location of the file (if other than the library) and the source, that is, \r hether
the publication is subscribed to, is received gratis, or in exchange for some publication
of the organization -all very helpful information to the research worker \vhose desk
is somewhat removed from the library.

Circulation
When the group to whom periodicals are circulated is fairly small, i t is found
satisfactory to write or stamp the names of persons on a slip attached to the periodi-
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cal or on the periodical itself, and check off the names as the issues are routed. But as
the number of users grows, i t is increasingly difficult to get this circulated material
moved promptly and to locate a particular issue of a periodical when it is needed.
Libraries of an intermediate size have had better results, therefore, by having the
periodical returned to the library for recharging each person on the list. This helps to
check the defaulters, and eliminates the question of locating needed issues, but the
difficultyin promptness and successive handlings still remains.
A modification of the old routing slip has been cleverly devised by one library and
described by the librarian as follows: "A new periodical is entered on the record card
which shows in a pre-arranged order the names of the individuals to whom it is to
circulate. This card also bears a short number which is a symbol of the title of the
periodical. Thus the Pacijic Rural Press is designated as P9. The name of each borrower iswritten on the successive segmentsof the perforated slip in inverse order, with
the first name on the bottom slip. The symbol, which stands for the title of the periodical, and the number of the issue are written on each slip in the proper place and the
date of the operation is stamped on the bottom of the first borrower's slip only. The
slip is then creased in the bottom line of perforations and pinned on the cover and the
periodical is ready for the outgoing mail. When it is returned this segment of the slip
is torn off through the line of perforations and dropped into a waiting tray. The slip
is folded a t the next line of perforations above the second borrower's name and
pinned to the cover page. The date of the operation is stamped on this segment and
the periodical dropped into the outgoing mail. After all the returned periodicals have
been handled in this way, the assistant arranges the torn off segments of the slips in
order by the number symbols and transfers the record of discharges to the permanent
card and the yellow segments of the slips go into the waste basket."*
We reproduce the top segment of this form which consists of six in all with perforaations between each.

BUREAU O F AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
LIBRARY
PLEASEDO NOT REMOVETHIS
SLIP
Borrower
Period~cal
Dale
(Loan Ilm~tcdto 2 days)

Some hbraries have solved the problem of routing by making a simple reference
slip of articles which might interest members of the Staff and sending these slips
instead of the current issue which might be idle on the Staff member's desk for several
days. When he has time, he refers to these slips and secures those periodicals which
he wishes to see.
+ Lacy, Mary G. "A Tmc-Saver In the Libraw." (In. U.S. Agriculture Department Adminrrtration Bullelin, v. 2: 13-14,
no. 1. Jan. 1932.)
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Indexing

Demands on the library for specific articles in current literature or a bibliography
of articles on a specific subject make a catalog of periodical material an almost indispensable supplement to the first important record, the book and pamphlet catalog.
A number of useful indexes are obtainable. The two most complete and commonly
used services are those prepared by the H. 11'. Wilson Company and the Public
Affairs Information Service, both of Kew York. The Wilson indexes are Readers'
Guide to Periodical Literalzlre, Internalional Index lo Periodicals, Indl~slrialA r t s
Index, Index to Legal PeriodzcaZs, Agriczrltzrml I?rde.r, Educational Ivdex, Art Index,
all of which are sold on a service basis, that is, in accordance with the number of
indesed periodicals the subscribing library is receiving. A list of periodicals, indesed
in any one of these services, obtained from the IVilson Company will aid in determining which one of the services contributes most t o your library equipment.
Pz~bZicA,ffairs Itzfortnation Service, an association of public, university and special
libraries, publishes a bibliography of current material of an economic, social, and
political nature, including references to articles in a large number of periodicals.
These references number 900 in the cumulated annual volume for 1930. The bibliography has a subject arrangement, and a key to periodicals printed in each bulletin
will help to determine their value to your library.
The Social Science Research Council publishes monthly Social Scietzce Abslracts:
an abstracting and indexing journal of the world's periodical literature in the soclal
sciences. The editorial and executive offices are a t 61 1 Fayerweather Hall, Columbia
University. The subscription price is $6.00 a year.
T h e Buieau of Business Research of the University of Illinois issues Business
Edilorials which is a corn pi la ti or^ of extracts from newspapers throughout the United
States. A number of enterprising libraries prepare similar services, primarily for circulation within the organjzation of which they are a part. These services vary with
the needs and the resources of the library. I t appears t h a t a daily digest of newspapers
is popular and well received, and with growing demands the weekly or monthly digest
of periodicals finds favor.
If indexing of articles for the catalog is done in the library, help in choosing articles
to be indexed can be enlisted from members of a research staff. They are always glad
to check articles of a possible future interest to them. Rules for indexing should follow
closely the catalog rules accepted by the library with extreme care given to keeping
author and subject headings consistent. The cards can then be liled in the book and
pamphlet catalog, or in adjoining drawers if so preferred. Unsigned articles are
entered under subject. The following illustration shows how an indesed article may
appear on a card.
Pcriodrc~~l

Agger, Eugene Ewald, 1879Silver's threat to rtself. Decreasing den~and and

not excessive output the chief cause of shrrnking prrce

I

(In: A . B. A Zorrr., v 24: 445-6,481, Jan. 1932)

1
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Binding

The question of space looms so large in the problems of a special library, a careful
consideration must be given to the choice of the periodicals to be bound. In the early
life of a library, doubtful files can be tied, wrapped by volume numbers, and shelved
with a label on the package, so that the file can have the test of time before a decision
with regard to its binding need be reached. Files which are to be bound are best
prepared early in the year, if the binding is done once a year, and again soon after
the rnid-year if done twice a year. The majority of periodicals have their volumes
numbered in accordance with the calendar year, and missing issues are more easily
obtained at an early date after the year is finished. Library buckram is the best, most
durable material for binding, and moderate as to its cost. A binding record isan indispensable aid in keeping a file consistently lettered and bound. A typical card reads.
I
Bind as per dummy
Dark green; buckram; marble edge
Trim edges, bind index In back
Bind fronl cuvers only.
I

I

These instructions to the binder are copied on the binding slip sent in each volume
upon which also appears the name of the periodical, the volume number, date, and
all the printing which is to be placed on the back of the book.
Clipping

Closely tied to the policy of binding is that of clipping, a policy which easily becomes established when the library contemplates the necessity for disposing of files to
save space. Files of three months, six months, one year can be made to serve a very
useful purpose, and space can be saved, if a t the end of that time material pertinent
to the needs of the library is clipped and a disposition made of the files. Periodicals to
be clipped can be marked "File Copy" or "Clipping Copy" to insure good treatment
until the clipped material is safely cared for. 'l'arious methods have been devised for
care of clippings. One commonly used is an arrangement by subject in a vertical
file. It is practical, too, if the clipped articles are indexed, to arrange them by number.
This method provides a satisfactory and quick way of referring to indexed material
from the catalog.The number is placed in the upper right-hand corner of the card, as
a class number might be. T o illustrate:

hgger, Eugene Ewald, 1879Silver's threat to itself. Decreasing demand and not

excessive output the ch~efcause of shrinking price.
(Clipping from: A . R. A Jour., v. 2-4: 445-6, 481,
Jan. 1932)

.
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Number 131 then appears also on the folder in which the clipping is placed or on the
sheet t o which the clipping is attached.
Discards

If a library boasts a discard room or shelving for discards a quick way to handle
duplicate or discarded material is to list each file on a separate catd, tie up the file
a n d number both the card and the file before the bundle is placed on the shelves. A
duplicate list can easily be made from the cards, and the numerical arrangement on
the shelves makes it easy to sort out the bundles. A library can usually dispose of
duplicates by circulating the list to other libraries. If sale of the discards is desired a
number of firms handle back numbers, Thomas M. Salisbury, Dixie Book Shop, of
New York, to mention two firms. If accounts between cooperating libraries are de
sired, the agency of H. W. Il'ilson can be used. This company assembles data on old
issues held by libraries who send in a record of their holdings, and issues a catalog of
such available material. For this service the Wilson Company is allotted a small
commission on sales.
Filing

In filing periodicals, carefully follow the order used in the checklist upon which the
receipt of the periodical is recorded. A general alphabetical arrangement by title is the
common one used, though in some large collections certain divisions are necessary,
for instance, ( 1 ) Official government publications; (2) Chambers of Commerce
bulletins; (3) Other periodicals; (4) Newspapers. If files of periodicals are kept in any
other part of the organization than the library, reference to that room can be made on
the shelves and on the checklist.

The Equipment Problem
By LlLLlA

M. D. TRASK, Librarian

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, New York

B

EFORE speaking of the furnishing of the library, let us consider three necessi-

ties of the building itself - floor, ceiling and light.
There is a wide choice in flooring, but three features are essential to a good
floor for a library - silence for the readers' sake, resilience in order not to tire the
workers who travel many miles over these floors, and appearance for the benefit of
everybody. The material which best combines all three features is inlaid cork, waxfilled that it may be polished like hard wood. But this is an espensive floor, somewhat
delicate, and requires considerable attention. Don't varnish it. The price per square
foot is approximately fifty4 ve cents, about twenty cents less than quartered oak. A
cheaper covering, and one that furnishes quiet and elasticity is so-called "asphalt
tile," costing from sixteen to twenty-one cents per square foot. This, if properly
treated, grows better looking as it matures. Marble, terrazzo, or any form of stone is
a p t to be noisy and fatiguing.
Mlhere expense is not an important consideration a sound-proof ceiling is a great
asset. Lacking this, the use of acousticon plaster in ceiling and walls will do much
toward attaining quiet.
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I t is the part of wisdom to look well to your lighting, for a good light adds materially to the joy of reading. Daylight is of course the best of all, so in addition to
plenty of windows, have, if possible, daylight lamps on your tables and desks, and
portable ones for your floors. A white light is more agreeable to the eyes than a yellow
one. A small desk lamp with daylight lens may be purchased for $9.50, while a double
branched lamp for table use, similarly equipped, costs about $28. For stack lights a
cut lens may better diffuse the light and make i t easier to read your bottom shelf. A
new reflect& also has recently been perfected that promises well for stack lighting.
While not particularly ornamental, i t does provide even diffusion.
, For the stacks themselves we require strength and cleanliness as well as good looks.
A steel stack is handsomer than a cast iron stack. If your steel shelf is flanged on all
four sides, instead of only two, i t gains supporting strength. A solid shelf is generally
considered to accumulate less dust on your books than a slat shelf. If, in addition to
these features, your shelf is wedge-shaped, narrower a t the back than it is a t the
front, you will acquire protection for the backs of your books, as they will be less
crowded. This form of stack is now on the market.
There is also a book-brace for this stack that carries out the wedge-shaped idea,
and is taller than the ordinary brace. I t reaches higher than the center of gravity of
your books so there is less tendency for the books to fall, and less danger of their
being scratched. It occupies less space a t the front of the shelf than a t the back.
A word of warning here - don't fail to have your stacks raised from the floor to
make for ease in cleaning without danger of ruining the contents of your bottom
shelves !
Before leaving the stacks, we might mention that a simple device which will add
t o the convenience of your readers is a drop leaf fastened to the end of each stack.
When not in use this takes up little space, when raised it affords a reading shelf in
close proximity to your books.
Aluminum stools are also a comfort in the stacks. They weigh so little that they
are easily handled, and to preserve harmony of appearance can be stained to match
your shelves. Waste baskets of the same material are a fire protection. If smoking is
permitted in your library another insurance against fire is provided by the " Nevasmoke" ash receiver that extinguishes a cigarette a t once. I t is much more comfortable to have about on your tables than the ordinary open dish.
Shelf labels should be distinct, and white letters on a black ground are easily read
and soil less quickly than black letters on a light background. Black pasteboard may
be obtained already cut and with white gummed letters your labels can be easily and
neatly made by an untrained assistant.
As a guide to your shelves there is a wall-index with removable cellular tubes, so
that new titles may b e inserted at will.
For the preservation of your leather bound volumes the U. S. Department of
Agriculture has issued a pamphlet (Leaflet 69) giving directions for various dressings
for an occasional rub-down. I t is called "Preservation of Leather Bookbindings," by
R. W. Frey and F. P. Veitch, and may be procured for five cents from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. For further instruction in this line see
"The Care and Repair of Books," by H. XI. Lydenberg and John Archer (New York,
Boaker, 19311.
Unbound periodicals need protection against undue handling. Steel bins keep them
in compact form and free from dust. These are made in two sizes to accommodate
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both the ordinary and folio size magazines. The initial expense is considerable, but
they will "last forever" and the preservation of your journals precludes the necessity
of duplicating worn issues when i t comes to binding, an economy in the end of both
money and labor.
I n these days, when the necessity for economy is so close to our elbows and bookbinding is such a large item of expense, i t is well to bear in mind the pressboard covers
ordinarily known as "pamphlet binders." These will serve to protect your unbound
books until such time a s the exchequer will permit binding. They can be ordered in
almost any size, and a t very low cost, from $1.35 to $5.25 per dozen. They come also
in photomount and lithomount a t slightly lower prices.
For unbound pamphlets the vertical file has several advantages over the more
usual "pamphlet box." I t presents a more dignified appearance, is more durable, and
saves much space if your material is numbered and arranged by accession, as no
interplace need be allowed for growth in odd spots. Your file is solid matter and
merely lengthens a t the end.
Aluminum guides for use in vertical files are indestructible and have a flexibility
with which no other guide can compare. The entire guide is of aluminum with the
top punched with square holes about every half-inch. The tips are of the angle variety and can be placed in any position to suit the occasion. By the use of colored
windows with a different color for each pssition on the guide to indicate divisions of
t h e classification, one need look only for the specific color which marks the class being
sought, so that the finding of a particular folder in a drawer is a matter of a few
seconds.
If your catalog is so situated that the rear of i t is nearer to your cataloging room
than is its front, many steps will be saved for your workers if you have it so constructed that the drawers are removable a t the back as well as a t the front. By a
simple device a lock will automatically drop into place a t the back when the drawer
is shut, and prevent its k i n g pushed out of place by those consulting the catalog
from the front.
Those of us who have fussed over the frequently recurring necessity of renewing
desk-blotters, in order to preserve any appearance of freshness a t our charging desks,
will welcome the pad made of deck linoleum. This furnishes an admirable writing
surface, and while it is true that it does not "blot," a small size blotter can be tucked
in the corner and easily replaced by a fresh one. The pad itself can be washed and
kept as clean and fresh as the deck of a ship itself.
And finally, on your charging desk be sure to save space for a suggestion box. Many
of the users of a library have practical ideas for bettering conditions that may never
have occurred t,o those a t the other end of the problem. Such an opportunity may
evoke from some reader a happy thought for irnp;oved service that he would hesitate
t o put t o the librarian in person, and such none of us can afford to miss.
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GROUP ACTIVITIES
CIVIC-SOCIAL
Editoc Grace A . England
PERKINS INSTITUTION

By Mary Esther Sawyer, Librarian

TI-IE

library of the Perkins Institution and
Ma6sachusetts School for the Blrnd - to
use the full term is really d~videdinto three
parts, vis.: 1. The circulating library of embossed
books; 2. The reference library; 3. The teachers'
library.
.I. Jn the circulaLing library there are approximately 20,000 volumes uvith which we supply reading to our pupils and t o the "finger
readers" of New England, to whom we send out
about 19,000 volumes a year. These books are
carried free through the mails by the United
States Government 1931 saw the inauguration of
the new Government grant of $100,000 for Books
for the Adult Blind. Of this, each circulating
library for the blind receives its quota of books,
the division being made by the number of readers each library Berves. This w~llvery soon mean
a large number of books added to our library, and
the question of room for them looms large upon
the horizon. I think this is the only school library
which is also a circulating hbrary for readers outside of the bchool. This is possrble because of grfts
made t o the library almost since the founding of
the Institution one hundred years ago and the
Howe Memorial Press, owned by the Ir~stitution.
2. The reference library of literature on the
blind and "blindness" is sometimes called the
Blindiana It comprises approximately 5,200
letter press books in English on the subject of
blindness and several thousand more in other
languages of which there are nmeteen represented.
German leads with 1,256 volumes; French, 677:
Dutch, 193;Italian, 143; Japanese, 93,and m on.
This part of the library was started over twentyfive years ago by Mr. Anagnos, the Director, and
has been carried on by his successor, Dr. Allen.
The books and pamphlets contained therern make
possible the conducting of the so-called Harvard
Class, which is Course W1, offered by the Gradua t e School of Education of Haward University,
the subject being The Education of the Blind.
Each year students come from all parts of the
Unrted States and the world to study to be teachers of the blind or workers in some of the forms of
social service.
3. The teachers' library of about 6,000 vol-

-

umes is just what the name would imply, for the
use of the teachers, reference books, the classics,
letter press books t o use with the Braille editions,
and perhaps 1,500 titles of "just books."

*

Our group conference a t the annual meeting in
June a t Lake Placid 1s tentatively scheduled for
Friday, June 17. It is not too early to make plans
to be a t the meeting. Pooling knowledge is absolutely essential in this difficult and challenging
year. A veritable deluge of pamphlets, bulletins
and periodical literature has descended upon the
harassed librarian in 'these fields. We have all
experienced difficulties in uncovering research
srud~esmade through unfamiliar organizations.
Plan to bring your problems to the Lake Placid
meetings. Let others profit by your experiences.
Ask your group chairman to arrange discussion
groups on problems of interest to you.

* * *

A special collection of material on rural low1
governtnent is maintained in the library of the
Bureau of Government a t Ann Arbor, in connect ~ o nwith the work of the State Commission of
Inquiry into County, Township and School
District Government. Dr. Lent D. Upson, Director of the Detroit Bureau of Governmental
Research, heads the Commission. Prof. Thomas
Reed, Director of the Bureau of Government a t
Ann Arbor, is serving on the advisory committee
to the Commission.

* * *

According to Pilblic Management, there are 61
taxless cities in the United States. The largest is
Lubbock, Texas, with a pdpulation of 20,520.
Fifty-three of these taxless cities are in Oklahoma.

COMMERCIAL-TECHNICAL
Editor: Mary Ethel Jameson
HOW A N ADVERTISING AGENCY USES
ITS LIBRARY *
By Katharine D. Franken~ein,Batten, Barton,
Duntine & Osborn

T

H E advertising agency uses its library first
as a reference source. This use is obvious, but
the questions which are asked are extremely
varied, and a very large range of subjects is
covered. The second use is for supplymg material
in the form of clippings, pamphlets, etc., in order
to supply officers and account representatives
w ~ t hcurrent news df the industries in which they
'Abstract of sddrem before the Commeraal-Techmcs.1
Group of New York a t ameetlng held on January 29. 1932.
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are interested. . . A third use is to supply
background information either in the form of
collections of material ordigests and summaries.
This intormation is used in plannmg advertising
and marketing campaigns, in preparing for interviews with clients, as the basis of talks and lectures, in the preparation of magazine articles and
books, t o supply suggestions in connection q i t h
package changes, nanies of new products, advert~singslogans and in the preparation of radio
broadcasts. The last of these calls for a large
amount of territorial, historical and musical
information. Another extensive use which the
agency makes of its library is to obtain reports
involving real research. Here again thesubjects
covered are extremely varied, and the preparation of the reports involves the use of many
outside sources of information. Another service
which the library furnishes to the agency consists
in looking up rulings and giving opinions on
copyrights, trade-marks, prize contests and questions irivolvrng the right of privileges. In complicated cases, of course, these questions have to
be referred io some legal authority. The library
also gives assistance in the actual work of
copyr~ghting advertisements and registering
trade-marks. The agency calls upon the l~braryfor
art material to be used in advertisements and
magazines are constantly being clipped for pictures which may be useful in thia connection. The
agency also depends upon its library to do a certain sort of detective work in finding out where to
get unusual articles or obtain certain services.

* * *

"Those Who Help Us" was the theme of the
second meetmg of the New York CommercialTechnical Group, held on March 15 in the Auditorium of the McGrawH1I1 Publishing Company,
under the Chairmanship of Aina Ebbesen.
Dr. 1-1. C. Parmelee, Vice-president and Editorial Director of McGraw-Hill, described the
organization and ed~torialpol~ciesof the Company. He was followed by Alice Bunting, Superintendent of the Inter-Branch Loan Divis~onof
the New York Public Library, who gave an
amusing survey of the early days of her Division,
which now operates four motor trucks and loans
almost 100,000 books annually.
Under the title "Our 'Bibles' and Their Publishers," 11. W. Wilson told of the modest
beginnings of the lVilson indexes, while Leona
Kohn, Assistant Editor of the Industrial Arts
Index, gave an account of the problems which
arise in the compilation of that particular index.

* * *

The Great Western Railway Company of
Great Britain has prepared a report wh~chshould
be of mterest to our members
"Useful In-

-
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formation Concerning Factory Location in Great
Britain " - describing transportation fnc~lities,
power available, and labor supply. Copies may be
obtained from the British Library of Information, 270 Madison Avenue, New York, or from
Mr. 1-1. Bolton, Great Western Railwy Company, 500 F ~ f t hAvenue. New York.

FINANCIAL
Editor: Ruth G. Nichols

0NCE

more the annual meetings begm t o
loom before us. Programs are already in
preparation. Announcemerits of the plans of the
general comnlittee wdl appear in other parts of
this magazine. It is tentatively suggested that the
Financial Group assume respons~bility for a
program on Friday forenoon, June 17, which will
be of interest t o the entire association It should
be in line with the gcneral themeof the conference
-the increasing need for fact findmg in the new
era. No one knows better than the financial
librarian that this need ia increasing. It might be
helpful if, when you read this, you would take
pen in hand and write out for the chairman, from
your experience during the past year or two, some
of the specific lines in which you thmk more
financial fact finding should be done. What particular questions have recurred on which it has
been difficult t o get facts and figures? \Ye might
be able to bring some of these problems t o the
attention of the proper persons and get something
done about them.
I t is probable, too, that we wdl have one or two
luncheon and. round table meetings At one of
these, there will be further d~scussion of the
subject headings list presented last June. If you
have been making any use or study of it, coxnr.
prepared w ~ t hyour comments and suggestions.
The only way to bring such a list more nearly t a
perfection is through working it over in actual
thought-taking practice by the members of the
group Be ready to give us the benefit of your
usage.
Please d o not pass these requests over. They
are not mere space-fillmg, but are as direct an
appeal as though sent by letter to each group
member.
I t has been customary for the incoming chnirman lo appoint the exhibits committees of Lhe
group after the June meeting. As the conferences
a t wh~chthese exhibits shown are held in the
early fall, this plan has made it neiessary to do
the preparatory work in the heated summer
months when vacations are also disrupting work.
The suggestion has been made that these comm~ttees should be appointed in the spring and thus
allow them to work in less haste and under less

'
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pressure. Backed by the reconlmendat~onsof the of the' Blue Goose, International, a t 422 Canal
past chairman and the President of S. L. A., the Bank Building, New Orleans, is ready for use.
I t is believed the Library will fill a long-felt
chairman has therefore moved t o get the next
A. B. A exhibit committee appointed this spring. need in New Orleans, and that it u 4 l furnish to
While it is not possible to make any announce- the ambitious members of the fraternity the
ments, organization of a local committee In Los means with which to study insurance. I t is hoped
that the Library will result in lectures being
Angeles is under way.
Two well-prepared book-lists of interest to given by executives and students of underwriting
financial hbrarians appeared in The Booklast for and will furnish opportunity for discussion of the
March, published by the American Library problems of the business and the establishing of
Assoc~ation. The titles are "The Reparat~on classes of the Iusurance Inst~tuteof America,
,Problem" and "The Gold Crisis." They were such as are successfully carried on eleewhere.
The Committee in charge of this important
prepared by Mary Eastwood of the Book Information Section, New York State Library. These activity of the Louisiana Pond is not asking
lists would be helpful in suggesting general financial assistance, feeling that the substant~al
reading on the problems ind~catedor as material growth already accomplished through the efforts
to be used in discussions. In addition, they are of those interested IS the best evidence of its
excellent examples of technique in preparmg purpose and of the Library's possibilities.
reading lists.
Paul H. Nystrom, Professor of Marketing a t
As long as the supply lasts, reprint8 of the
Columb~aUniversity, has also prepared a 1st "List of Selected Material on Unemployment and
entitled, "Suggestions on Readings in Economics Unemployment Insurance," appearing in the
for Busmess People," which appeared in The Wisconsin Lrbrary Bullelin, November 1931,may
Publislzcrs Weekly for February 27, 1932.This is a be obtained without charge from the Wisconsin
very helpful general list.
Free Library Commission, Madison, Wisconsin.

INSURANCE
Editor: Abbie G. Glover

The Detroit Public Library Civics Division has
also published a select hst of references on " Unemployment Insurance."

w

ITH the completion of alterations to the
eighth floor of the Fidelity Bullding a t Los
The followmg note appeared in the February
Angeles- the future home of District C of the 20,1932,issue of The Weekly Underwriter and The
Board of Fire Underwriters of the PacificInsurance Press.
defin~te plans for the removal of the Board
While waiting for the elevator on the fouroffices are bemg made.
teenth floor of 100 William Street on Monday
According to plans thus far, the Board will
afternoon we overheard the following conversation of two distinguished appearing gentlemen
occupy practically 75 percent of the e~ghthfloor
who
had just emerged from the rooms of the
of the building. Arrangements have bcen comInyrance Society of New York:
pleted for the installation of a series of private
KO for insurance
That's a splendid dace to ofices along one side, while the main "work
information.""True; those ladies not only know their
rmnl" of the Board will adjom the large center
business, but thev treat one with real courl ~ g h t court of the building. Generous space
tesy."
d~rectlyin front of the elevators has been allotted
To which we added, ment$ly, of course,
t o the new I~brary,provided for a t the annual
" Right you are, my dear Sirsl
meeting of the Fire Underwriters' Association of
the Pacific a t San Francisco. I t was expected
MUSEUM
that the Board would be open for business in ~ t s
Editor:
Minnie
White Taylor
new locat~on Monday, March 7, 1932, a t 838
F~delltyBuilding
THE RESEARCH LIBRARY O F THE BUFFALO
* * *
SOCIETY O F N A T U R A L SCIENCES
The Philadelphia Insurance Library is receivBy Ruth A . Spanow, Librarian
Ing cxccllent pubhcity In the Unjled States ReH E Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences has
riew wh~chdevotes weekly a column to the intermaintained a library to some extent since its
ests of the library. The hbrarian is Miss Jean
organization in 1861. The library was founded by
McClay.
* * *
Coleman T. Robinson and was free of access.
The Insurance Library, opened under the There ensued periods when the library was in
auspices of the Louisiana Pond, Honorable Order funds and a librarian was employed, and there
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were times when the books were in storage, or in
such a condition that they were not available for
use. These conditions, and mostly the latter,
existed almost untd the time the Society moved
into its own building in 1928. Since that time a
trained, full-time librarian and a stenographer
have been employed. Through the strenuous
efforts of the librarian, volumes were assembled
and bound, missing volumes sought, exchange
relations reCstabl~shed;within a year and a half
the l~brarywas brought out of its chaotic state
into a well-organ~zedunit in the Museum.
Houever, there was lacking much t o make this
fine-looking collection work. The catalog had
been neglected for years, there was no record of
serials, and the accession record had ceased to be
a reliable key to the holdings of the library. The
main work of the past two years has been to
bring the records to date and t o check and catalog
the collection. At present the serial record and the
accession records are about completed and the
work on the catalog is progressing steadily. The
Library of Congress cards and system are used
In addition t o the catalog and per~odicalindices,
there is a file of R'lstar Bibliographic Service
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German, and 21 miscellaneous foreign. There are
over 14,000 bound volumes in the library with
these serial publications forming the larger part.
The Research Library contains one of the finest collections of cient~ficmaterial in thissection.
The principal classes are in Archaeology, Geology,
Botany, Zoology, while the Oceanographic collection is one of the finest in the country. While
primarily a working library for the staff, the
public is admitted for reading and reference, but
books do not c~rculateexcept to staff members in
the building.
After almost seventy years of struggle, the
Research Library is now an established department of the Museum w t h a chance to expand
d~rectly in proportion to the growth of the
institution as a whole.

LIBRARY EXHIBITS AS A SUPPLEMENT T O
LECTURE COURSES
By M a r y Hamilton, Librarian, Worcester Art
Museum

T

H E library of the Worcester Art Museum

has had, during the past few months, an
opportunity t o arrange a series of small cxhibi-

Library, BuHalo Society of Natural Sciences
cards and a set of hsts of publications of about one tions in connection with a course of lectures
hundred societies, institutions, etc., which sup- given by members of the nluseunl stam.
These exhibitions, consistmg of mounted
plement deficiencies in the catalog until the
photographs o r loose plates from books, have
revision is completed.
The collection has bcen built up largely through been arranged primarily to illustrate the subject
exchanges. The Society publishes a Bdletin and of a lecture, o r group of lectures; sccontlarily, to
Hobbles which are sent to 123 American and 180 decorate the walls of the library. Decorative,
foreign exchanges. From these the library re- homogeneous material, such, for example, as the
ceives 223 American publications and 222 foreign plates from Wilpert's "Die Rllmischen RIo&ken
, has been used \\-liene\w
publications in return. The library subscribes to und Malereien" .
91 periodicals-51
American, 18 English, 20 possible. If, however, t h e points of n lecture are

..
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better illustrated by a miscellaneous collect~onof try will be the scene of the next meeting late in
plates from various books, the decorative quality April or early in May
of the exhibition has necessarily been sacriNEWSPAPER
ficed.
Editor: Joseph F. Kwapil
The hanging has been done as simply and inexpensively as possible. Photographs on stiff
BOSTON HERALD-TRAVELER LIBRARY
mounts can be hung without frames. Unstained
By James McLeod
wood frames, made originally for exhib~ting
FIE circumstance of being housed in a brandJapanese prmts, have been used for plates from
new newspaper plant building made it posbooks. Inevitably the frames never quite fit the
plates! When frames are not available, celluloid sible for the Herald-Traucler Corporation to
s
w t h unusually fine accommocases are substituted. These cases, designed to provide ~ t library
hold plates loaned to Museunl School students, dations, consisting of about 2,500square feet of
are made of rather heavy celluloid fastened to a floor space. While we function for the editorla1
departments first, practically every department
firm mount by a bindi~lgof tlrro tape
The results of these simple exh~bitionsjustify of the paper -editorial, business and mechanitheir continuance and expansion. A mention by cal - calls upon us whenever there is a possibility
the lecturer of the fact that there is an exhibition of our serving them. We have more than 700
in the library of material relaled to the subject of steel cabinet drawen, and all our equipment IS
the lecture has always brought in a t least a few modern.
We have in our library close to 7,000,000
interested members of the audience, who have
seemed to enjoy the chance to examine a t their clippings of all sorts- personal and rniscelleisure reproductions of illuminated manuscripts, laneous -close to 1,000,000photographs, more
or whatever the subject m~ghtbe, whde the lec- than 500,000 cuts and approximately 15,000
ture is shll fresh in their minds. A special room books and documentary reports. We never throw
with better wall space, making possible more away any clippings, of course, but our cuts and
effective arrangements, would undoubtedly at- photographs are always 111 process of change.
In addition t o serving our own establishn~ent,
tract a greater proportion of the class. Consequently, it is hoped that when the new museum we daily have scores of telephone calls and pernow under construction is completed, one of the sonal visits from men, women and children seeksmall galleries of the present museum can be used ing all sorts of help and information. We accompermanently for exhibition of library material in modate most of them as a matter of goodwill for
connection \nth the educational department the papers. Of course we have our full quota of
pests with unreasonable requests which are not
lectirres
* * *
granted.
The Sew York Museum Group, under the
We maintain a staff of nine, five by day and
Chairmanship of Vera L. Dodge, Librarian four by night, and the premises are open from 7
of the Sew York Museum of Science and In- A.M. to 3 A.M. daily. We open on Sundays shortly
dustry, has been particularly active this year. after noon.
This department also handles the exchanges,
The Group met on January 23 a t the recently
opened XIuseu~l~
of the City of New York where and, in general, is an information and reference
the D~rector,Hardinge Scholle, outlined the department. We are well equipped with atlases
purpose and program of this, New York's most and maps. Our cabinet of directories is complete
recently established museum. The Director had and kept up-to-date. We have found, particularly
invited theenttre membership of the N. Y. S. I,. A. during the recent bank cases, that state reports
to jom the hluseum Group in a private tour of the are most useful. Our books are so arranged by
building. Many of the members took advantage groups as to simplify reference. Of course we have
of this opportunity for a visit under such expert our books cataloged and cross-filed. Cross-filing is
carried to a considerable length w ~ t hus, as, in our
guidance
Another meeting was held on March 11 a t an- afternoon paper, seconds count when the eclttors
other of Sew York's new museums - the Wh~t- are trying to make editions.
The day's work starts with clean-up and prepney Museum of Amencan Art, where Edmund
Archer, Ass~slantCurator, conducted the Group aration. The assistants each have their own
through the galleries. Tea was served in the specific duty. One checks up the cuts for filing
Ithrary \\h~leRachel T. Benson of the Newark and for discard The cut hnes and the captions are
Museum Library described the color-band sys- checked for possible errors. The same general
process is covered with the photographs. The
tem of classification for pamphlets.
The New York h l u w r n of Science and Indus- attendants make liberal use of the directories and
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occas~onallyerrors are caught where they might
prove costly.
We read carefully and mark all editions of our
niorning paper and the late editions of the other
morning papers. Before filing, duplicate and
triplicate stories from the various papers are
checked t o see if names and addresses given
correspond. This enables us to file with accuracy,
and we have nipped several libel suits by catching
errors.
The clippings are filed alphabetically If several names appear in a story, this chpping ~sfiled
under the name of the princ~palor of the organization, and the general subject of the story. iVe
employ the same process of cross-filing in puttmg
away cuts. hletal that 1s unlikely to be used
again, such as cartoons, sportmg ~llustrationsor
bridal couples, funerals and such, usually are
thrown away. Frequently we present cuts to
persons interested, \rho appear to appreciate
them greatly.
In filing our photographs, we again continue
the alphabetical arrangement, both personal and
miscellaneous !Ye have a grcat many large contamers, about 14" x 20", In uhich to keep p ~ c tures too large for the steel cabinets.
As fire hazards are uith us a h a y s , u e take all
the precaution possible. For example, the janitors
come around several times daily, and also I I ~

1 2 *
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night, t o rcmove the large accumulation of uaste
paper Because of the enormous number of
photographs we have, our metal cabinets are so
nlany potential bombs, due to the inflammable
and explos~venature of the ernuls~onsused In
making photographic prints. Accordingly, by
suggestion of thc insurance cornpanles, cigarette
smoking 1s barred and the cabinets are always
closed imniediatcly after anything 13 removed
\Ye keep a news index, cut daily from our own
morning paper and from the New York T ~ n r e s .
These are pasted in separate scrapbooks, one
from each paper, enabling quick service in lookmg
up any story that nught not h a \ e been filed fo:
sonie reason.
Our telephone book system is clulte inclusi\.e.
\Ye have books covering all S e w England \Ve
also have a telephone book listing every telephone
in the bletropolitan District by streets and
numbers. In addit~on,we have the Sew York.
U'ashington, Chicago and other d~rector~es
even San Franc~scois in the lot.
Although both the Traveler and the Herald are
very old papers, the former having been estah11shedin 1825 and the latter in 1848, n e have Lhe
complete files since the first issue, and thus neare
able to keep in touch with the world and its affairs of more than a century far better thavi
through any histories.

Library of Boston Herald-Traveler
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PERSONAL NOTES
Fred A. ~ o b & t s o na, member of our Executive Board, and Secretary to the Chief
Engineer, Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, has recently been honored
by the Engineers' Club of Toronto in his election as President of that organization.
Hallie T. Shearer is a t present engaged in organizing the printed material in the
Division of Education of the Ontario Department of Health
Henrietta Flaum, who has sewed for several years as head of the reference library
of the New York City Board of Education's Bureau of Reference, Research and Statistics, has been appointed Secretary to the Board of Superintendents.

* * *
Grace Studley, Librarian of the National Bureau of Economic Research, died on
February 24. Miss Siudley, a graduate of Pratt Institute School of Library Service,
served in the Reference Department of Pratt Institute for several years, later going
t o the library of the Russell Sage Foundation.

* * *
Boston Chapter lost one of its outstanding members by the death of Charles C.
Eaton, Assistant Dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration
and formerly Librarian of the Baker Library.

* * *
Mr. F. T. Broadbelt has been appointed to succeed Percy L. Roberts as Librarian
of the Insurance Institute of Montreal.
Hazel Merry, formerly associated with the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago, has accepted a position with t h e Carnegie Library, Hastings, Nebraska.

* * *
Helena Richardson, who was formerly on the staff of the Los Angeles Municipal
Reference Library, was recently married to Charles G. Brown and is living a t 2420
Glen Road, Dayton, Ohio.

* * *
Rosalind Wilson has been appointed to succeed Doris M. Andrew on the staff of
the Gulf Oil Company, Research Laboratory, Pittsburgh.
Mrs. Jeanne B. Foster, for many years Librarian of Kuhn, Loeb and Company and
more recently the owner of Millefiori Apiary in Middle Haddam, Connecticut, has
returned to library work. She has assumed responsibility for the legal files of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

* * *

Mrs. L. T. Rose has replaced Mrs. Pauline J. Bullard in the library of the California Taxpayers' Association, Los Angeles.

.
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Special Libraries Association
24th Annual Conference
Program

T

HE Program Committee and Group Chairmen are knee-deep in plans for our
Lake Placid Conference in June. Several speakers have been approached, but
we are learning that the more important the person, the less sure he or she
is of their plans three months in advance. So we are not announcing individual
names a t this time, but we have high hopes for a fine, stimulating and very
practical Convention. As you know, we plan t o build our program around the general
theme of fact finding in the new era that will, follow the present world depression.
And we mean t o have sessions devoted to a discussion of the political, social and
economic changes taking place and the relation of S. L. A. a s a n association and a s
individuals to these changes.
One of the really gratifying things in this program work is the interest that is
shown in our Association and in what all of us are doing. One college professor and
author of note has just written me saying, " I a m greatly interested in the work of
the Special Libraries Association, since I believe that i t will become an lncreasillgly
important tool of the specialized research worker." An executive of one of the largest
publishing houses in the country pointed o u t recently that the "organization of
knowledge, the most important thing just now in the business world, is the responsibility primarily of librarians and of publishers." I t will help every one of us to be
able to discuss our problems and our expanding opportunities with authorities in
various fields and with each other. I t is of the greatest importance to us personally to
share in such discussions in critical times like these. Business corporations evidently
recognize this value too because it is said that conventions are as numerous and a s
well attended as ever.
So get your chief executive's blessing now and plan to be with us a t Lake Placid,
June 13-17.
MARYLOUISE
ALBS.ISDBR
Chairman, Progratn Coiiltnillce

Lake Placid Club
For those not acquainted with the many delights of Lake Placid as a convention
meeting place, we give the following details:
The Lake Placid Club was formed some thirty years ago by Dr. Nelvil Devey
to provide an ideal vacation place for people who were tired of the regulation hotels.
The Club is situated on Mirror Lake in one of the most beautiful parts of the Adirondacks (1865 feet elevation) with magnificent views of hl t. AIarcy, ?rIacIntyre,
Whiteface and other peaks.
There are about 10,000acres of forest lands, with drives and walks in all directions,
making i t ideal for long or short trips by auto or on foot. For those who like to hike,
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there are all varieties of climbs from the easy one up Cobble hIountain to the very
strenuous all-day climb up hlarcy or hlachtyre.
The Club itself is delightful, with several central clubhouses with many cottages
scattered through the woods.
Our Headquarters will be in Forest, the most modern of the clubhouses.
The table has always been one of the features of the Club. Privately owned farms
and certified dairies supply the finest of fresh vegetables and milk and cream in
abundance.
There are many tennis courts,
indoor games of all kinds, water
sports, concerts and movies in a
beautifully equipped auditorium;
all escept the movies free to
guests.
The Club maintains five golf
courses (one free).
The rates quoted by the Club
are $7.00 and $8.00 per day,
American Plan. The $7.00 rooms
are without private bath and the
$8.00 rooms include bath. Rooms
may be single. or double as
you prefer.
If you wish rooms in Forest
where all meetings are to be
held, or if you prefer a cottage,
specify this when you are making
your reservations.
10 CHICAGO
Reservations should be made
direct to hlr. C. I-lolt, Manager,
Lake Placid Club, New York.

Travel Committee
Chairman - Gertrude D Peterkin, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co , 195 Broadway, N e w York City.
AIernbers:
Baltmore - Alicc I-.
Reynolds, Consolidated Gas and Electric Co.
Bostnn -William Alcott, Baslon Globe.
Chicago - Carrie Jones, National Association of Real Estate Boards.
Cincinnati - Edythe Cowie, 85.5 Ridgeway Avenue
Cleveland - Minnie Taylor, Museum of Natural History.
Detroit - Jean Hathaway, Detroit Edison Co.
Los Angeles - Not yet filled.
llilwaukee - Esther Groh, Milwaukee Academy of Rfedicine.
Philadelphia - Helen 31. Rankin, Free Library.
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Pittsburgh-Esther Fawcett, Collegeof Finehrts, CarnegieInstituteof Technology.
San Francisco - 1Irs. 1Iary Carmody, AIercantile Library.
These members of t h e Travel Committee will be advised of all travel arrangements
a n d niernbers of the Local Groups arc requested to get in touch with them when in
need of information. T h c Chairman will, of course, be glad to answer any questions
d ~ i c hcome to her.

How

LAKE PLACID. N.Y.
D

to Get to Lake Placid

The map shown here gives the
main routes t o Lake Placid from
central points There are, however, many alternate routes
tllrough beautiful country with
good roads; as, for instance, from
S e w York through the Berkshire
country a n d i'ermont and then
over the Lake Champlain Bridge.
There is likely to be some
construction work in Northern
New York during the summer,
definite plans for which are not
yet announced. If you are planning to drive, get in touch with
a Socony Touring Bureau or with
Gertrude D. Peterkin, ~ h will
o
have accurate information as to
road work.
A
. l ~ s tof reliable and cumfortable inns and hotels will be
supplied t o anyone wishing this
kind of information.
For those who wish to slop
over in Kew York City and
avoid city hotels, suggest~onsas
to near-by suburban inns will be
furnished by the Chairman of the
Travel C'ommittee.

.
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The summer schedules a n d rates are not y e t complete, b u t will be announced in
LIBRARIES.
the May-June number of SPECIAL
Each local member of t h e Travel Committee will be advised of these schedules
as soon as possible.
Rail

Lake Placid is 12 hours from New York a n d 10 from Buffalo - through Pullmans
from New York, vla New York Central Lines.
Fares

Fare and
Froni
One-Half
Baltimore, J1d.l . . .
. . . . . . . . . $30.51
Boston, Vass.
...............
. 23.61
Chicago, Ill. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 46.65
Cinc~nnat~,
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.12
. . . . . . 28 40
Cleveland, Ohio. . . - . . .
Detro~t,Mlch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 92
Los Angeles, Cal.
. . . . . . . . . 164.30
Milwaukee, \Vis.*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 24
New York City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 46
Philadelphia, Pa.'. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 25.10
. . . . . . . . . . . . 44.19
Pittsburgh, Pa.'
San Francisco, Cal.. ...
...
. . 164 30
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 93
Toronto, 0nL3.
Washington, D.C.1 . . . . . . .
32 67

Simttier
Tourist
$33.21
26.67
49.75
44.92
30.28
34 05
144.72
54 65
21 83
27 67
47.80
144.12
27.15
35 51

Plrllirian
Scat

81.50

IPullman l a m Lo New York, thcnce rates as shown from New York
'Seat to Chcago, thence rates as shown from Chicago.
3 Seat to Buffalo, thencc rates as shown from RutTalo

Certificate Plan for Reduced Fares

The Trunk Line Association has granted a reduction of one and one-half fare on
the Certificate Plan.
The following rules mill apply i f 100 cert$cates are deposited:
1. Buy a one-way ticket a n y day from June 9 t o June 15, 1932.
2. Be sure when purchasing a ticket t o request a Certificate.
3. Deposzt your Certificate with Rebecca Rankin, Secretary, upon your arrival a t
Lake Placid.
4. The reduced fare is contingent upon an attendance of n o t less than 100 and, if
100 certificates are deposited, you will b e entitled t o a return ticket a t one-half
the regular fare, up t o and including June 21.
5 . The railroad suggests t h a t tickets be purchased a t the summer tourist rate, as the
difference in rate is slight and the certainty of deposit of 100 certificates is
doubtful, since many plan to motor.
Wanted!

T

HE Lippincott Library, Univers~tyof Penn-

sylvanla, 1s anxious t o secure a copy of the
following: "The Panama Canal -An Engineer~ n Treatise"
g
in two bound volumes, prepared b y
General George E . Goethals a n d published in
1916 by the McGraw-Hill Book Company. (Also
published in two volunws in 1916, Press of the

S e a l Publishing Co., San Francisco, Calif., under
title "Transactions of the Internat~onalEngineering Congress, 1915, The Panama Canal,
General Papers and Constructmn in Three
Divis~onsof Canal.") Anyone, who has a copy for
sale, or who can suggest a possible source of
supply, is asked t o commun~catewith Dorothy
Bemis, Librarian.
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Nominating Committee Report

THE

Nominating Committee submits the following list of candidates as officers
for the year 1932-1933:
President - Mary Louise Alexander, Manager of 1,ibrar-y-Research Department,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, New York City
First Vice-president - Sophia J. Lammers, Librarian, Joseph Schaffner Library of
Commerce, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois
Second \'ice-President - Adeline M. Macrum, Librarian, Tuberculosis League of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Treasurer - Laura 4 . Woodward, Librarian, Maryland Casualty Company, Baltimore, IIaryland
Director for Term of Three Years - Herbert 0. Brigham, Librarian, Rhode Island
State Library, Providence, Rhode Island
JESSIE CALLAN
D ~ N I EN.
L HASDY
JOSEPH F. ICWAPIL
I<. DOROTHY
FERGUSON
~ I A R G U E R I T E BURNETT,
Ckairnza?t
The Directors whose terms have not expired are Angus Fletcher, who retires in 1933
and Fred A. Robertson, who retires in 1934. By the provision of Section 3, paragraph
5 of our Constitution, Aka B. Claflin, the retiring President, becomcs a member of
the Executive Board for one year. Attention is called to the Constitutional provision: "Further nominations may be made upon the written petition of ten active
members. "

The Creation and Development of
an Insurance Library
H E rapid growth of libraries and educational departments of insurance compames,
the increased number of inquiries relative to the
methods of organization, and requests for books,
services and recornmended equipment, have
prompted the Insurance Group of Special
Librar~esAssociation to prepare for publication
a pamphlet, known a s "The Creation and
Development of an Insurance Library."
The text part of the manuscript has been prepared b y D. S. Handy, Librarian of the Insurance Library Association of Boston. Mr. Handy
and his Committee, with the approval of each
member of the group, prepared the appendices
which include:
1. List of b o o k recommended for fire, I~fe,
casualty, and misceNancous and marine insurance.
2. h list of the principal insurance libraries of
the United States
3. A list of the world's leading insu~anccyear
books.
4. Several schemes of classificat~on of the
subject of insurance
The 48-page pamphlet is available from the
Special L~braries Association, 345 Hurlson
Street, Sew Yorl;, at $1.00 a copy.

T

A Music Subiect Heading System

THIS

ncw scheme of classification of muslc by
subject and content rather than musical
forni has grown out of the new demands of llie
builders of broadcast~ngprograms The compiler,
I-laze1 E. Ohman, formerly connected \\ith Lhe
Music L~braryof the New York Public L~brary.
devlsed this scheme in connection with her work
as chief librarian of the Musical and Literary
Research Department of the National Broadcasting Company. In her foreword, Miss Ohman says:
"The logical arrangement of the subject answers
the demands of the specialist more readdy than
the dictionary type of catalog. I t brings all relative subjects together and enablcs the user of the
catalog to survey the whole field of musical
literature as it is spread before h m in logicdl
order, thus developing set ideas and suggesting
new ones. \Vhile the system is expansive, it can,
a t the same time, be telescoped to meet the needs
of the small library. In catalog~ng,the subject
head~ngsare indicated on the catalog card by the
dccinial system, which not only saves space on
the card, but also providcs a key to the file clerk.
Every subject hcading used in the catalog should
be represented b y a guide card "
Copies may be obtained frorn the nulllor, 37-42
86th Street, Jackson Heights, S e w 1-ork . ~ t
$3.00.
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EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor, RUTHSAVORD,
Council on Foreign Relations, Inc., New Tork
Adwrtising Manager, M. DOROTHY
HOWARD,
Standard Statistics Co., New York
Department Editors

MARGARET
BONNELL,
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York
ELIZABETH
0.CULLBN,Bureau of Railway Economics, Washington, D. C.
LOUISEKELLER,Independence Bureau, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
MARIAN
C. MANLEY,
Business Branch, Public Library, Newark, New Jersey
EIIILIEMUESER,Engineering Societies Library, New York
M. E. PELLETT,Port of New York Authority, New York
MARIEK. PIDGEON,
Consulting L~brarian,135 East 52d St., New York
A A. S ~ o e o oGeneral
,
Electric Co., Schenectady, New York
Editort of Group Pages

GRACE
A. ENGLAND,
Civics Division, Detroit Public Library, Detroit, Michigan
Insurance Library Association of Boston, Boston, M a s ~ c h u s e t t s
ABBIEG. GLOVER,
MARYETHELJAMESON,
National Industrial Conference Board, New York
JOSEPHF. KWAPIL,Public Ledger, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
RUTU G. NICBOLS,
Federal Reserve Bank, Chicago, Illinois
MINNIEWIIITETAYLOR,
hfuseum of Natural History, Cleveland, Ohio

T

WENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE a t Lake Placid, June 13-1 i !
That is not merely a title. I t is not only a gesture. Conceived in the desire t o
make new contacts, to listen and learn, to know what our colleagues are doing and
how they are solving their daily problems, the object of this getting together is to
enable us to carry back the lessons learned and apply them to our own needs. The
theme of the Conference - fact finding in a new era - is apropos of our times when
there is an ever-increasing need of just the benefits that can be derived from such a
gathering. They might be summed up thus: (1) Meeting of workers in your own,
allied, and widely varying fields, through the knowledge of ivhose work you may
many months later be able to provide the vital fact needed but which your own collection fails to supply; (2) Gaining ideas which will help you to improve your daily
service to your own organization; (3) Adding to your own store of information
through the addresses of nationally known speakers who will discuss the timely
questions of today.
The time is long past when we could segregate ourselves within our own field and
ignore the activities of other fields. Today the financial library must needs call on the
international relations collections for material which the world crisis has brought to
the fore; the library in the social service field must supplement its collection with
occasional aid from the religious library; the library in the large advertising agency
must maintain friendly contacts with libraries in all fields because of the widespread interests of its clients. And so we could go on indefinitely citing examples of
the interweaving interests of our members and how these interests are served
through the coijperative aid that our Association offers. Here are your.supporting
arguments for that all-important conference with the Chief in regard to the absolute
necessity of your attendance a t Lake Placid!
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HE wonderful hospitality enjoyed by the Board and Council at the past

three executive sessions in Detroit, Chicago and Baltimore, and by your
President on other visits to local chapters, has been a fine indication of the
strength and unity of our local organiaaiions.
The "sitting-in " of Advisory Council representatives a t Executive Board meetings
has also proved the value of the policy in that respect which has been carried out this
year. Council members have had better opportunity of judging their own problems
in relation to those of other chapters and national committees, and of seeing more
clearly how their work fits into that of the national association as a whole. On the
other hand, we have all had the advantage of better acquaintance with the personal
abilities and characteristics of members of local associations and national Groups
who are destined t o become our future leaders.
The future looks bright indeed. With Headquarters office in such smooth running
order, with a Publications Committee putting out works of such high standard and
usefulness, with coming editorial and Executive Board offices to be filled by members
of such outstanding ability and devotion to the interests of the Association, we feel
that we are about to make long strides ahead.
We must not forget, however, those who paved the way from the beginnings. Our
Association is almost twenty-three years old. I t has been most interesting and
illuminating to look back through the files of our magazine and other publications,
and t o realize the high aims and breadth of vision of our predecessors. Go back and
read some of the sayings of the founders of the Associatipn, especially of John Cotton
Dana, who saw so clearly the well-defined field of the special librarian in that of the
library profession as a whole.
Our coming convention a t Lake Placid will also be a constant reminder of one of
the most important pioneers in the whole library world, t o whose heart the progress
of the library profession and the welfare of librarians was so dear.
ALTAB. CLAFLIN

Report of Sub-committee on Amendments to Constitution

THE

Amendments to the Constitution, approved by the Eserutive Board on
February 23, 1931, and submitted for adoption to the Association at Cleveland
on June 10, 1931, are to be voted on a t the iortlzcoming General Meeting of the
Association a t Lake Placid on June 16, 1932.
The report of the Comtnittee was printed in the July-August, 1931 issue of
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
and is therefore already in the hands of all voting members.
The Committee has since taken under consideration a number of additional proposals for the Amendment of the Constitution, but as its report on these is of a
negative character, it is not published a t this time.
ELIZ.\I~ETII
0 CCLLEN

HERBERT
0 . BRIGHAM
ANGUS FLETCIIER,
Chairmil
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WHO'S WHO
GRACE A. ENGLAND
HE present Chairman of our Civic-Social
TGroup
started her library career in the
Public Library of her native Detroit immediately after her graduation from Albion College. Four years later, she migrated to the
University of Illinois where she took her B.L.S.
and did graduate work in English literature
under the delightful and scholarly Doctor
Stuart Pratt Sherman. With this added equipment for her job, she returned to Detroit and
began the organization of the Civics Division
which she still heads and which has grown
under her leadership and is now serving a very
diversified clientele.
Outside her professional interests, Miss
England waxes enthusiastic on dogs (especially
her own Scotch collie), horses, cars (which she
loves to drive), her garden- she challenges
all special librarians to match their peonies
against hers- her Minton and Belleek china,
and music, chiefly the pipe organ, and here's a
secret- Miss England' is one of the very
proud and haughty possessors of the Associate's
degree in the American Guild of Organists!

RUTH G. NICHOLS
UTH NICHOLS' earliest memories are of

R

the lovely old town of Marietta, Ohio,
where she received her secondary education.
She, like her mother, father, aunts, uncles, and
all therestof thefamily, graduatedfrom Oberlin
College, after which she left Ohio to attend
Pratt Institute School of Library Service.
Unlike most of us, hliss Nlchols went immediately into the special libraries field, working for
five years in the Legal Library of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company. Following
her family to Chicago, she served successively
as Librarian of the Chicago School of Civics
and Philanthropy, the City Club of Chicago,
and for the last eleven years the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.
Miss Nichols has been active in the Special
Lil~rariesAssociation, giving unstintingly of
her rime and energy. In 1923-1924, she was
Chairman oI the \lethods Committee which

did such pioneer work along this line and whose
Preliminary Report is still the best source
material available. She was also Chairman of
the Exhibits Committee for the convention of
the American Bankers Association in Chicago
in 1924. During the past year, she has served
as Chairman of thc Financial Group and as
Editor of the Group page in the magazine.

MINNIE WHITE TAYLOR
ORK and training in the Providence
W ( R . I.) Public Library, while attending
Brown University where she took her B.A. and
M.A., probably led Minnie White Taylor back
into library work, for she is primarily a plant
pathologist, although well-versed in technical
library methods. The Departments of Botany
and of Education a t Brown University held
her for a few years, after which she joined the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, working in
Forest Pathology a t Providence, hladison
(Wis.) and Washington (D. C.) until 1924,
when she accepted her present post a t the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History.
Meantime, she had continued her scientific
studies a t the Marine Biological Laboratory,
Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, George
Washington University, the University of
Wisconsin, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture Graduate School.
Miss Taylor has served as Secretary and
President of Cleveland Chapter, Special Libraries Association, as Secretary and Chairman
of the national Museum Group and Editor of
the Museum Group page. She is also affiliated
with numerous other scientific, museum and
university organizations She is a charter member of the women's Amateur Art Club of
Cleveland where her work was included in the
1930 exhibition. In addition to a long list of
scientific publications, hliss Taylor has contributed to SPECIALLIBRARIES,the Chelarrd
Museum of Natural History Bulkfin and for
three years, was Advisory Editor of Your
Garden Magazine. Radio broadcasting, too, is
another of Miss Taylor's accomplishments for
she was on the schedule of the radio series
presented in 1931 by her IIuseuni.
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Across the Secretary's Desk
Librariesof the New York Metropolitan District"
and of "Special Libraries Directory of MetropolCouncil at its meetings, there were twenty mem- itan New York." The natlonal is much lndebtcd
bers in attendance at the Baltimore meeting to the local for this financial assistancc.
representing twenty-eight of the committees,
The Secretary's Office is to be responsible lor
locals, and groups. Only those locals at great dis- the Information Desk at the Convention at Lake
tances were not represented - for ~nstance, Placid Club, June 13-17. If any member has any
Boston, San Francisco, Southern Cahfornia, and suggestion to make, it will be welcotncd.
Have your dues for 1932 been paid? hlost of
Cincinnati. We hope this has now established a
custom so that every member of the Advisory them have been, but there are some del~ncluents,
Council will always have an authorized represent- of course. If you pay soon, it will not be necessary
ative at Executive Board meetings in the future. for the Secretary to send out a follow-up bill and
There is no better way for every part of the Associ- a second notice. And we do hope y o u have secured
ation to beanactive factor in the workundertaken. at least one new member for the Association this
The New York Special Libraries A w i a t i o n yearl The Membership Committee's report for
has transferred to the national Association a July 1, 1931 to February 20, 1932 shows a total
Publication Fund of about $650. This has been new membership of 144.
R E B E C CB.~ RANKIN,
accumulated during the past year from the sales
Sccrelary
of the "Union List of Periodicals in Specla1
of the Executive Board's urging of
AS Aa result
better representation of the Advisory

New Members Since March Issue
INSTITUTIONAL
The New York Public Library, Circulation Department, 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, S e n York
City, Franklin F. Hopper, Chief
Pennsylvania Legislative Reference Bureau, Box 27, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Irma .4. \\htts,
Reference Librarian

ACTIVE
Irene Benson, 298 Park Place, Brooklyn, New York
Ethel K. Burkhart, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, 820 Soperior Avenue, \Yest, Clewland, Ohio
Stephen A. Greene, Librarian, The Protrdetlce Jolrmal, The Journal Building, Pro\idellce, Rhode
Island
Dorothy F. Ware, 2310 West 21st Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota

ASSOCIATE
Louise M. Alcott, Division 01 Public Libraries, State House, Boston, Massachusetts
Laura C. Bailey, Baltimore Polytechnic Institute Library, East North Street, Baltimore, Maryland
Mary N.Barton, Enoch Pratt Free Library, Redwood Street and Hopkins Place, Baltimore, ~larylancl
M. Therese Campbell, Boston Public Library, Copley Square, Boston, Massachusetts
Lillian N. Carlen, Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore, Maryland
Edwin T. Coman, Jr., 1059 Keith Avenue, Berkeley, California
Sylvia H. Cooper, Klrstein Business Library, Boston, Massachusetts
Mrs Anne H. Ell~ott,Wells Fargo Rank Rr Union Trust Company, Market and Nontgomery Streets,
San Francisco, California
George H. Evans, Central Public Library, Somerville, Massachusetts
Laura Ferguson, U S. Bureau of Foreign 6; Domestic Con~merce,Custom House, San Frar~cisco,
California
Kathleen Keating, Reference Librarian, Berkeley Public L~brary,Berkeley, Cnl~fornla.
Elizabeth C Litsinger, Reference Departnlent, Enoch Pratt Free Llbrary, Ualtlrnore, kr)lancl
Helen Mayden, Bank of America Natlonal Trust LYI Sa\ings Association, 1 P o ~ e l Street,
l
San Fr'~llcisco, California
1 3
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hfrs. L T. Rose, California Taxpayers' Association, Subway Terminal Building, 417 South Hill
Street, Los Angeles, Cahfornia
Jeannette C. Shirk, Glenshaw, Pennsylvania
Mrs. Effie Whittett, Librarian, Massachuselts School of Art, 370 Brookline Avenue, Boston, hIassachusetts
Mary N'illiams, Director, Editorial Art Department, Clrrrstia~Science Momtor, 107 Falmouth Street,
Boston, Massachusetts
Rosalind W~lson,Gulf Oil Company, Research Laboratory, 327 Craft Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Mildred \Vine, Detroit Public L~brary,Detroit, M~chigan

NEW SUBSCRIBERS
General Electnc Company Library, Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Salional Industrial Conference Board, Inc., 247 Park Avenue, New York C ~ t y

LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS
reau of Mines - was host to the San Francisco
Chapter on March 17. Mr. Bowie, the Director,
eign and Domestic Commerce speak on "Sources spoke on the work of the Bureau, showing motion
and Application of the Census of Distribut~on" pictures to further explain ~ t sactivities. San
Mabel True, L~brarian of the new Downtown Francisco reports 12 new members this year,
Annex of the Public Library, described this new- bringing their total membership to 52.
est addition to Detroit's l~braryfacilities a t the
The February meeting of Southern California
February meeting. The Business and Commerce Chapter was in the capable hands of thew ComDivision is housed in this building under Louise mercial-Technical Group under the Chairmanship
Willis.
of Byron E. Edwards. Mr. Pierson, of the Gil"Personality" was the theme of the February more Oil Company, spoke briefly of his library
meeting of Milwaukee Chapter, when Dr. June and research work, after which Monroe Butler,
Joslyn of the Milwaukee Mental Hygiene Councd Chairman of the Democratic Committee of Los
spoke. In hlarch, D. \if.
Swiggett, ed~torialwriter Angeles County, taking as his subject "Politics
of The Mzlwarikee Journal, gave some "Sidelights and the Business Man," gave a brilliant nonfrom the 1928 Republican National Convention."
partisan talkon this timely subject. On March 15,
An unusually interesting meeting of the newly- the Association turned to finance when they
formed New Jersey group was held on ~ a r c h ' 2 visited the Secur~ty-FirstNational Bank. A tour
in the library of the Standard 011Development of the Transit Department allowed the members
Company, Elizabeth, of which Mr. D. F. Brown to follow the tortuous path of a check dn a bank
is Librarian. Fiftecn librarians attended. After in some distant part of the country, presented at
luncheon, wh~ch was served in the employes' a branch of a great inst~tut~on,
and its final relunch room, the group was welcomed by Dr. turn to its home bank for payment. This was folD. M. Maverick and Dr. P. E. R. Folich, and was lowed by an address on "The Spirit of Research"
then taken over the plant, laboratory, and by Keith Powlison, Assstant Manager, Departlibrary.
ment of Research and Service of the bank, while
New York S p e c d Libraries Association held its Lawrence L Hill, Publicity Manager, gave an
fifth dinner meeting of the season on March 29 a t ~llustratedlecture on "Early Southern California
the Y W. C. A Headquarters. Dr. Paul Harrison, Landmarks "
Medical blisslonary in Arabia, gave an inspiring
We are watchmg with interest the possible orand enhghtening address on his experiences in ganization of a local chapter in Montreal. In
this most difficult field of work.
February, on the occasion of a meeting of the
Palk Clinic held the interest of 21 members McGill Library School Alumnae Association, the
of 1'1ttsburgh Special Libraries Association on matter was discussed and Mary Jane Henderson,
March 10 when they were shown over the build- L ~ b r a r ~ aofn the Sun Life Assurance Company,
lng by hlyrtha Shre~ber,Superintendent, and was chosen to head a coinm~tteeto report a t a
were addressed by Dr. Joseph 1-1 Barach, Medical later meetlng Miss Henderson and othcrs d ~ s Director, who told of the alms and work of the cussed the advantages to be derived from such
Clinlc
an organization. We hope to have the pleasure of
Another government department - the Bu- welcornmg our first Canadian local soon

T ITS January meeting, Detroit Chapter

A heard R. L. \Yhaley of the Bureau of For-

m
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CLASSIFICATION and lNDEXlNG
Louise Keller and Emilie Mueser, Department Editors

ADVISORY

COUNCIL

Florence Bradley, Conatanca Beal. Harriet D. MacPherson, laabel Rhodes, Kathrine Malterud

The Philosophy of Subiect Headings*
By Julia Pettee, H e a d Cataloger, Union Theological Seminary, New York

w

HAT are subject headings, what is thew try, and topic? We will probably decide to class
nature, how do they differ from author GEKEH~LI.\
by country and t o p ~ cas far as possiheadmgs, and how are they related to our classi- ble, and The Cliittese Chrisllair Recorder ~ 1 1 1go
ficat~onschemes?
with CHIXA, and the dictionary of medcal
F m t , leL us consider the distinguishing char- niissions will go w ~ t hMEDICALMISSLOXS. This
acter~sticsof the author heading. The author, decision settles the relationsh~p of GENER\LII
corporate or individual, is a dishnct and mde- to the other groups.
pendent entity. We cannot define subject headNext, we take up a book on medical missions in
ings as entities in themselves The subject Slam. We want that book both in ~ I C D I C A L
matter of books IS part and parcel of an imper- MISSIOSS and in SIAM.
We can't have it both ways.
sonal and interrelated universe Subject head- Suppose we decide t o build up our topical groups
ings overlap each other. Each t o p ~ chas a whole a t the expense of the country groups Our medical
fringe of relationships falling outside the defini- missions in Siam goes with MEDICALMISSIONS
t ~ o n and
,
1s part of a larger topical whole. I t is and is unreprescnted in SIAM.
this frmge of relationships that differentiates
These two decisions take care of the overlapauthor entries from subject entries.
ping relationships of the four groups and have set
Relationships do not naturally fall into alpha- the lines of our classification scheme. We Imit our
to material that cannot be classed in
,
BOTTLES. GESERALIA
betical categories. B E ~ D S BEETS,
I\-e do not think that way; we think logically. the other groups. We exclude from our hllssrox
BEETSmay suggest beet sugar, then the sugar FIELDS all books on special lopics. We build up
industry, and then the tariff. We cannot discuss our special top~cs, MEDIC.~.MISSIONS, and
s COLLEGBS,running under these
subject headings w~thoutconsidermg principles S c ~ o o ~am
last t a o classes both form and country divisions.
of classificat~on
Having made these decisions how shall we
Let us suppose we have a lot of missionary
books for wh~ch\be must make a classificat~on arrange our four groups? I-11t or mlss order'
scheme. Here they are, all mixed up, some general There is a perfectly good law of classificatior~:
missionary period~cals, The Chinese Christiaw Proceed from the more general to the more speRccofdder, books on leper miss~ons,on Dr. Gren- c i k GESERALIAfirst, next, MISSIONFIELDS,
.
and last the most spccific groups ~ ~ E U I C A IWSfell's hospitals in Labrador, some on misslonary
schools in the Philippines, on colleges in China StOK3 and SCHOOLSA N D COLLEGES.
T h ~ sorder
and Japan, works, lots of them, on the various acts like a sorting board. The little marbles fall
missionary fields, some encyclopedias of missions, into the I ~ ~ t holes,
le
the bigger marbles into the
a magazine devoted to medical missions, a dic- bigger holes, and the biggest marbles in the bigtionary of med~calmissions. Looking them over, gest holes.
we find we have just four main groups (the illusProceeding in this way, study~ngour groups,
tratlon is kept simple). GE'ER.\LIA, M n n ~ c a ~makmg clear-CULdecisions, then arranging the
hrrssross, SCHOOLSAND COLLEGES,M i s s ~ o s groups in order from the more general to the more
FIELDS. Our probleni is to deal with the overlapspecific, we build up a scheme nhich can be
pmg rclationsh~ps between these groups. The apphecl with the mi~~inlunl
necessity tor dwecfirst book \\e take up is The Cllznese Cbrislia?~ tions.
Recorder exclusively devoted to China. Two
One thing you must remember Nav~rlg~narle
groups claim it, \Ye are faced w ~ t ha decision. your in~tialdec~sionsand set the lines of the
cover all the class~fication,you must stick to these decis~ons.
Shall we make our class GENEW~LIA
period~cals,or scatter our periodicals by counlemplation \\.ill assall you. This one loric paniI
to
* Abdracts from an address before the Swcial I lbrdrics phlet on n mission school in the F I ~Islandsbegs
stand with the other material on the Fiji Islands:
Council of Philadclplua and \?c~n~ty.
I'ebruary 5. 1932.

.
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or, along comes an amiable professor \\ith a
polite request: " I see this report on medical
missions in Timbuctoo is not with the other
books on Timbuctoo. I want to refer my classes
t o it. Please put it with the other books on Timbuctoo." Resist him. Use persuasion, and if that
fails, save your soul by confessing that YOU are
n~urderingyour classification scheme Better t o
use a scheme worked out upon consistent principles and do occasional violence to lt, knowing that
you do it, than to have a scheme in itself inconsistent and ~llogical.Give me a straightforward,
r~gid,clean-cut, ruthless scheme; something with
a backbone you can depend upon, rather than-a
spmeles one in which you can put a book anywhere and no questions asked
Subject headmgs and classificat~on,both dealing with the subject matter of books, are both
concerned with the relationships of subject
groups. Subject headmgs, like classification, have
a bewildering maze of relationships that must be
analyzed and sorted systematically into well defined groups.
Take such a simple topic as soap for instance.
The practical man will say, "Put ~t under SOAP
In your catalog. Why all this fuss about i t ? "
(That is the great drawing card for the dictionary
catalog) An entry of subject material under a
common, farnlliar term is so obviously sensible.
Rut is that all there is to it? In a specialized library, your simple topic SOAPwdl branch out in
all directions until it looks like the genealogical
tree of some anclent and prolific family.
T h e cataloger in working out subject headings
goes through the same first process as in considering classification schemes The material a s a
\vholc has to be analyzed, and the relations of the
various subject groups defined. In this process we
wdl find that we are building a classed, or logical
order of topics If we are dealing with SOAPthere
will be the chemistry of map, under which we will
have as subtopics, fats and oils, alkalies and lyes,
emulsions and the like, and under SOAPPRODUCTS
another log~calline of laundry soap, washing
powders, scouring soaps, toilet soaps, scented
soaps, perfumes, etc Now all the top~csused as
subjecL headings bear these logical relations to
each other just as truly as if they were groups in
a classification scheme. In a classification scheme
the order makes the logic obvious. In a dictionary
catalog, instead of ass~gningsymbols of notation
and keeping these groups together, we name the
groups, then scatter them far and wide in an
alphabetical sequence, so that all outward appcarance of logic IS lost. The logic is all there, but
concealed, like buttresses in a wall, in the
, . ~ l r i of
c the dictionary catalog.
L>
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As a matter of fact our classification schemes
furnish the natural basis for a primary analysis
necessary in selecting subject headings. After a
classificat~onis once made, each book that comes
into our hands must be fitted into it. When we
know enough about the subject matter of a book
to assign a classification number, we generally
hnve the information we need for selecting names
for the topical headings for the catalog, and for
making the needed cross references.
Subject headings set over agalnst the classification scheme bear two distinct and different relations to it:
I. Subject headings may be simply a transference of the classification groups to the dictlonary catalog. There are many groups throughout the classification scheme wh~chcan be taken
over and translated into subject heading terms
just as they stand. ENGLISHGRAMMAR,
for instance, has but a single place In the classification
scheme, and ~nsteadof the Dewey symbol 425
to designate its place in the scheme, it takes its
place in the dictionary catalog under ENGLISH
LANGUAGE, GRAMMAR.
11. Subject headings may transcend the linlits
of the classification schedules, and do what a
logical acheme cannot do, form new groups by
interweaving these schedules. As an illustration
supposc we consider suG.4~.AS I have said, the
main lines of division in a classification scheme
are rigid. A classification scheme will have a t
least four absolutely separate main divisions
under which various aspects of SUGARmust be
classed. These are chemistry, agriculture, technical processes of manufacture, and economic
problems, such as the tariff. The scheme cuts lfke
a knife through this related material There
is absolutely no way In wh~chthis related material can get outside its own schedules and get
together within the classification scheme .Here' is
where subject headings transcend the limits of the
classification scheme A single subject heading can
gather up all this related material on SUGARinto
a single group in the dictionary catalog. Subject
headings take up the overlapping relationships of
classification groups and weave them like an
intang~blewoof between the warp of the classification schedules into new free groups. They
are the fourth dimension of our classification
schemes.

* * *

Paragraph 2, lme 6 on page 19 of the January
1932 issue should read. Medical Library Classification instead of Library Ivled~calClassification,
as a t present.
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Digest of Business Book Reviews
StaFi of the Business Branch of the
Public Library, Newark, N. J.

Compiled by the

Arnold, F. A. Broadcast Advertising. Wiley, 1931.
of society fro]? the cconornic and business
S3.W.
standpoint. Here is a book that puts it competently and in an interesting manner." Paul
"Whether you are a listener or a business
Haase. Credil & Finanma1 Manageine7rl,
man you will be 50 years behind the times if
December 1931, p. 38. 400 words.
you do not read the romance of broadcasting.
"These two volumes are a thorough and
Behind the scenes, into the details and a look
worthy attempt t o make economics more
are worthiiy and interinto the future .
meaningful t o the person not primarily interestingly depicted. The author is not only a n
ested in the subject. They make the subject a
advertising man of years of experience but he
joy instead of a dismal science." Jo~tritnl of
is director of development of the NBC."R. L.
Bttsitress Edncalioir, November 1931, p. 31.
Srnitley. Bttsilress Briefs, November 193 1 ,
220 words.
p. 156. 85 words.
"The present work is admirably suited to
"Arnold's 'Broadcast Advertising,' primathe general though serious reader. The first
rily designed as a supplen~entaryreading for
volume describes the business processes of
advertising classes, presents only a brief
produclion and sale; the second, the various
description of the field ol radio as appl~edto
ways in which individuals and groups react
advertising." L. C. Lockley. IIarvard Bminess
to this process." Persontzel Jotrriral, Februnrv
Review, January 1932, p. 218 90 words.
1932, p. 382. 140 words.
"The radio listener who wants to know
something of the history of radio, how progmnis are planned and similar inlormation, BedeN, Clyde. Seven Keys to Retail Profits.
McGraw-Hill, 1931. $3.50.
w111 find the book interesting enough. But the
"A book which tells in a d~rect,interestir~g
professional radio man will be disappointed.
way the precise methods by which moderl~
. . . If Mr. Arnold is writing for the layman
stores produce profit. T i m e rne~llodsarc ktiit
he has done a good job If he is trying to add
together into a coniplcte, well-rounded mersomething to the knowledge of the profess~onal
chandising program. Of even grcater impelradio man, as the jacket says, then we are a
tance, it tells plainly how t o use these proved
little doubtful about what he has contributed "
profit methods
one step a t a time - in the
R. W. Griggs. Ma?iagemeirt Reriew, February
average retail store." Dat~kers~?-iotrtirly,Janu1932, p. 64. 375 aords.
ary 1932, p. 49. 115 words.
"A treatment of rad~obroadcast advertising
"This new book b y the director of sales a n ~ l
from its earliest days to the present time. The
advertising of Butler Brothels is both autlioribook discusses, among other subjects: obtaintative and definite.
. The book includes n
ing radio circulat~on,planning of programs,
generous nppendix of idens on store operntio~i
reaching audiences, the advertising agency
collected I1on1 many sources and ananged
and broadcasting, and the results of broadcast
the seven keys." Jorrrtral of Retailaccording k~
advertising." Sales Matragenzent, February 13,
ing, January 1192, p. 123. 250 words.
1932, p 210. 40 words.
"A series of lorewords by n number of
Atkins, W. E. Economic Behavior. Houghton
persons, prominently identified with distribuMiWin, 1931. $8.50.
tion, points out tire book's atlaptability t o
needs of trade organizations, wholesaler^,
" A direct attempt to 'tic up' the concrete
manufacturers and salesn~en.But to the retailet
elements of econornic laws with the abstract
himself it presents a readable, Iluman, practical,
features of humanity. Thc underlying idea is
thotough and exceedingly helpful guidebook
based on the theory that business practice is
to increased success in business." Natioir'~
the result of fixed habits and prejudices. An
Btrsiiress, February 1932, p. 94 2 i 5 wort13
attempt is made to cover the whole set or
complex details of modern business as applied
to both individual arid mob psychology " Breyer, R. F. Commodity Marketing. McGrawHill, 1931. $4.00.
K. L. Smitley. Bltsincss Briefs, June 1931,
p. 715. 60 words.
"Each chapter of the book is a case study of
"A thorough review, in every day language,
the entire marketing scheme of each af 14
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non-agri~ultural industries and two public
city, rural, branch, group, trade area branch,
util~ty services, analyzing the function of
and nation-wide branch banking." S~stenl,
September 1931, p. 179. 30 words.
each agency in the distr~butionof goods from
oroducer to consumer, and pointing out the
variations from the general scheme as they
Dickinson, Roy. Wages and Wealth. Princeton
apply t o the particular market " Class
Univ. Press, 1931. $2.50.
Ind~rstr~al
Marketing, May 1931, p. 99. 2-10
"Mr. Dickinson bolls wage-cutting down t o
words.
a mathematical concept that any ch~ltl or
"Discussing with grcat thoroughness the
banker can understand . . . You do not have
intricate problems of marketing for fourteen
t o be a wage-cutter t o benefit thoroughly by
non-agricultural products, the author has
a reading of this book." Sidney Senzer.
made available for both the student and the
Adr~ertrsiag 6 Sellirtf, Sovember 23, 1931,
layman a most Interesting survey. . . . It
p. 30. 980 words.
should be particularly interesting to the
"An entircly modern approach to the probinvestor since ~t describes with much derail the
various important and basic conimod~ties."
lem of wages, unemployment insurance and
Indrrstnal Digest, July 1931, p. 39. 275 words
the dole." R. L. Smitley. Btrsiness Brtejs,
"The author has gathered in twer~ty-six
January 1932, p. 314. 70 words
chapters material dealing with the marketing
"Mr. Dlckinson, associate editor, Printers'
of the principal non-agricultural commodities,
Ink, has collected the written and spoken
thoughts of many industrial leaders on causes
with separate chapters on the marketing of
public utility and telephone services. The
of, and remedies for, business cycles." Ftcel Oil
purpose of the book, as the author alleges, is to
Jorrmal, February 1932, p. 49. 200 words.
provide a body of concrete material for illus"The book descr~besa number of concrete
trating and definmg the scope of the so-called
situations and experiments, it is sprinkled with
marketing functions." E. A. Duddy. J o w i ~ a l
enl~ghteningstatistics and bits of philosophy,
oJ Bltsi~ress OJ the U~riversily oJ Chicago,
it is optimist~cconcerning the good intentions
January 1932, p 102. 250 words.
and ability of business men, it avoids Iollowing
"The ~narketmgstructure is analyzed, and
through any subject to conclusions which
channels of distribution are thoroughly exmight seem drastic," George Soule, A'LW I'ork
plained for coal, petroleum, iron, steel, cement,
Tinies Book Rmew, December 27, 1931, p. 13.
meats, textiles, tobacco, farm equipment,
150 words
automobiles, electric and telephone service."
System, May 1931, p. 389. 60 words.
Eldridge, H.F. The Evolution of the Science of
Book-keeping. Institute of Book-Keepers,
Collins, C. W. Rural Banking Reform. MacLtd., 1931. n.p.
millan, 1931. $2.00.
" 'Rural Banking Reform' is a valuable dis"The book gives an excellent concise chrocussion of a timely sublect. .
The facts
nology of bookkeeping. The evolution is indeed
are accurately and clearly stated, and the
fascinating t o trace - a drama in itself "
reasonings based upon them f a ~ and
r candid."
American Accouirtanl, July 1931, p. 220. 230
Baitkers Magazine, September 1931, p. 417.
words.
200 words.
"Altl~ough this publication has only 82
"Mr. Collins shows the weaknesses of unit
pages, still it is a complete history qf the
banks In rural conimun~ties,and in his chapters
profession from 2600 n.c. t o date in outline
on branch, group and chain banking he seeks
There is also a complete bibliography of early
to determine which type will best serve the
literature Those who are keen on this subject
rural community," Bankers Monlkly, Septemwill find this the most comprehensive outline
ber 1931, p. 564. 30 words.
of its history." R. L. Srnitley. Bmirrcss Briefs,
"hlr Collins' treatment is simple and the
August 1931, p 876. 45 words.
hook may be recommended t o the student of
"The description of accounting practices in
American banking problems." F. C. James.
early times, and the analysis of some of the
Jozrrnnl of Biiszrress of the U~tmersily of
important works on bookkeeping are pleasantly
Cktcago, January 1932, p. 87. 500 words
given, and the illustrations are excellent The
" 'liurnl Banking Reform' interprets current
book is well worth reading by those who desire
movements in bank organization and managea cursory survey of practire and of literature."
ment in their d e c t on rural communities.
H. R. Hatfield. Jolrrnal of Accountancy,
Various forms of banking analyzed such as:
Septen~ber1931, p 224. 340 worcls.

..
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a somewhat limited tield, Professor Ford's
Feldman, Herman. Racial Factors in American
book is of distinct value. I t \\dl prove a
Industry. Harper, 1931. $4.00.
disappointment to t h e reader who expects t o
"Part I of this study sunmarizes the more
find a con~prehensivetreatment of the whole
objective facts with respect to racial dissubject of labor problems." E S Cowdrick
crimination in employment relationships; while
Mat~agetnexl Rme?u, January 1932, p. 27.
in Part 11 the diagnosis of the author and his
750 words.
associates is presented, and a program of
"The book is essentially a manual of indusaction for educational authorities, religious
trial psychology, but by picturing this science
organizations, semi-public and social agencies,
.IS fundanrental to real personllel research and
labor groups, and the go\.ernment is sughence to labor management, the author does
gested." R. E. Montgomery. American Ecoindeed present a valuable scientific approach
noniic Rmau, December 1931, p 790. 480
to labor problems." L. A Fraz~er.Persoirriel
words.
Journol, February 1932, p. 375. 630 Wo~ds.
"Not only can this book be used to great
"Laws of physiology and psychology applied
advantage as a t e l t book in the handling of
to labor management, employee welfare, and
conflicts between different races in industry
production efliciency." Syslciit, December
l particularly
but chapters eight and nine w ~ lbe
1931, p 411. 15 words.
helpful t o those owners who wish to develop
democratic policies of all kinds within their
plants." W.P. Hapgood. Bulletzit ofthe Taylor Greer, C. E. Advertising and Its Mechanical
Production. Crowell, 1931. 95.00.
Sociely, June 1931, p. 138. 550 worcls.
"The purpose is to explain the principles
"The book gives the conclusions of an extenwhich underlie all adverLising . . and t o
sive, dispassionate and socially minded survey
briefly describe thc technique of mechanical
of the points of contact and conflict between
production." M. A. Craesbcck. Aduertisirtg &
the races, and a survey of the means of dealing
SeEhrg, September 16, 1931, 11 44. 510 words.
with these problen~s,which should be helpful
"In this volume will be found information
to those who deal with aliens, either as emconcerning. advertising and printing processes
ployees or as fellow-members of the comsuch as are required by the advertising manmunity." H. P. Dutton Factory & Ztdrtslrzal
ager, the printer, o r the student." Barrkus
Martagemetrl, March 1931, p. 426. 110 words.
Magazine, December 1931, p. 843. 35 words
"This book presents a critical analysis of the
"In admirably clear fashion Greer reviews
Racial Factors in American Industry. . . I t
the various media (emphasizing the directis not only a source book of data of tremendous
mail method) and then proceeds to an explanaimmediate importance, but it is an ~lluminating
tion of engraving, half-tones and live etchings,
discussion that will aid the reader in evaluatcolor and color combination, design, and paper.
ing the conflicting Issues that are significant
All the mecha~i~cal
processes are made clear by
factors in Amer~canindustry today." R S.
illustration. Added to the main text is a series
Uhrbrock. Managemetzl Revzew, August 1931,
of appendices giving a glossary of technical
p. 254. 875 words.
data not ordinarily made conveniently available." L C. Lockley. Iiaruard Brisiness ReFord, Adelbert. Scientific Approach to Labor
v i m , January 1932, p. 218. 125 words.
Problems. McGraw-Hill, 1931. S4.00.
"A significant book for those who seek n
reliable v~ewpointon all types of advertising
"The book gives a great deal of material
and t h e productive processes which are
which should be of value to personnel men.
involved." Inlnrrd Prirrter, October 1931, p. 87.
Various phases of the personnel problem such
275 words.
as its relation to broader social questions, and
"A ve~itableencyclopaed~aof useful, pracsuch phases as training and employment
tical infornmtion; retail and mtional advertismanagement are given rncidental consideraers, practitioncrs, and students will find Mr.
tion, but the primary interest of the book is
Greer's book a valuable, alnlost indispensable,
focused almost exclusively on the possibility
reference." Jozirnal of Relo~liiig,January 1932,
of nleasurenient of human characteristics."
p. 124. 125 words.
H. P. Dutton. Factory Er Irrdrtslrial A4ariagetnenl, November 1931, p 660. 275 words.
"The author has undertaken to describe thc+MyeW M. G. New York Money Market,
Columbia UniversiQ Press, 1931- $5.00.
principles and some of the methods by which
"This book truces thc reasons for the rise
problems of labor may be approached scientifically.
. As a specialized contribution to
or the moncy market in Sew Sork C'ity,

.

.

..
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scientific presentation of material that is
discusses the origins and development of the
fundamental t o an understanding of many of
market for bankers' balances, for brokers'
our economic problems." Labor Bulletin,
loans and commercial paper; and the domestic
December 1931, p. 121. 1175 words.
investment and capital markets, the inter"This volume presents a statistical analys~s
relationships of Treasury policy and of the
of changes during 1930 in the cost of living in
various monetary controversies upon developthe United States. Thc changes in the cost of
ments in the money market, the flow of capital
living as a whole and in the cost of the various
from England to the United States during the
constituent items and of single commodities
per~odwhen this country was a debtor nation."
are shown in comparison with 1923, which is
Bankers hfagazitle, Deccrnber 1931, p 841.
taken a s the base." Walter Mann. Sales
150 words.
Management, December 19, 1931, p. 406.
"This history, from earliest times to 1914,
315 words.
is the only compilation which develops the
background of the capital market and indicates
its proper significance. I t is a stupendous work
but thoroughly readable and author~tative."
R. L. Smitley. Bzrsi?ress Briefs, January 1932, Stoddard, W. L. Financial Racketeering and
How to Stop It. Harper, 1931. $2.50.
p. 315. 55 words.
"All lovers of detective stories will find this
"The volume presents a detailed picture of
enchanting reading From the mathenlatics of
the debtor-nation days of the United States
Ponzi to the Page & Shaw racket, there are
up to the organization of the Federal Reserve
human interest touches which suggest True
System just before the World W a r " Paul
Slory Magazine rather than Atlantic hfonthly.
Haase. Credit 6 Fi,ra?rcial Managenlent,
Oil rackets appear t o offer the best bait to the
February 1932,p. 34. 150 words.
great sucker list." R. L. Smitley. Bitsitiess
"Money market is used in the broad sense
Briefs, January 1932, p 315. 60 words.
t o include 'all the funds available for produc"This volume narrates the financial swindles
tive, commercial or speculative purposes, as
of the past years, from Ponzi t o Page & Shaw,
well a5 the mechanism by which these funds
shows the details of these big jobs and gives
are gathered together from holders not imthose who wdl read a chance t o run from glibmediately requiring their use, and redistributed
tongued stock salesmen." Paul Haase. Credil
in answer to thc needs of various classes of
6 Financial Managetncnt, January 1932,p. 34.
borrowers ' Blbl~ographyis included." Indzcs325 words.
trial Arls Indc.r, November 1931, p vli 100
"Exposes the many rackets used t o victimwords
ize innocent investors." I?tdztslrial Arts Index,
"Dr. hIyers' history of the New York Money
November 1931, p vii. 40 words
hlarket will be of genuine interest t o students
"Mr. Stoddard discloses the 'inside' on vaof the world's financial machinery although its
rious and more generally known confidence
appeal to the general public will be limited by
games which have long been imposed upon
the wealth of detail which it contains." Evans
the general public. They read more like fiction
Clark New York Herald Tribline Books,
than the practical explanations they are."
J a n u a ~ y31, 1932,1) 12. 175 words.
Indiislrial Digest, January 1932, p. 39. 120
words.
National Industrial Conjerence Board. Cost of
L~ving in the United States, 1914-1930.
$3.00.
"Previous studies of the CO$ of livmg are
t r ~ u g hdown
t
to date by the latest publlcatlon
of the National Industrial Conference Board.
. . The study is of special significance because of the present interest in the relation of
wages to living costs " H. P. Dutton. Factory
b' I7tdllslrial Maliagentenl, November 1931,
p. 660. 240 words
"The National Industrial Conference Board
is to be congratulated for further improvement
in the quality of its work and for its fair,

.
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EVENTS and PUBLICATIONS
Margaret Bonnell, Department Editor
Careers in the Making; Readings in Recent
Biography with Studies in Vocational Guidance,
edited by Iona M. R. Logic, and published by
Harper & Bros., contains by wny of an introduction, "Dialogue in a Library." We quote in part:
Alice: "Sometimes I wonder whether I
could work among books, as a Librarian in a
school or in a large office of some kind."
Jack: "Yes, my Dad often goes to the engineerinf society in the city, and he says they
lave a ne l~brarythere, and all the big newspapers have, too."
I t is interesting to note that all references here
in speaking of libraries are to Spec~allibraries and
not t o Public libraries. That would seem to
indicate that we have made a mark and are distinguishcd as a separate vocation.

* * *

March will see the publication of theBiographical Directory of Leaders in Education, edited by
Dr. J. 3IcKeen Cattell. The directory has been in
preparation for several years, and will contain
biographies of about 11,000 American ehucators.
I t is promised that this work will maintain the
editorial and mechanical standards of "American
Men of Science," which in successive editions has
been an important reference book for twenty-five
years. Published by The Science Press, Grand
Central Terminal, New York City.

* * *

Number 55 of the American Library Association's "Reading with a Purpose" series of
pamphlets is American Lie in Architecture, by
Philip Youtz, Curator of the Sixty-ninth Street
Branch of the Pennsylvania Museum of Art.
Number 66 of the series is Unemployment, by
Aaron Director, co-author with Paul H.Douglas
of "The Problem of Unemployment" which set
forth the results of the recent important s t ~ d y
made under the auspices of Swarthmore College.
Latin America is the subject of No. 65 of the
series I t is by James G. McDonald, Chairman of
the Board of ,Directors of the Foreign Policy
Associatiop.

on Washington; books on Washington and the
United States w ~ t hregard to the Italians.
The Casa Italiana of Columbia University
purposes to publish a volume which will remaln a
symbol of Italo-American brotherhood The book
is to be written by specialists on the History of
Italians in the United States, and will treat of the
Italians a t the time of Washmgton and after, and
of problenis connected with immigration.
I

*

*

Very timely, in view of the wide discussion of
the subject in the United States and the hearings
before Congress, is a study of Advisory Economic
Councils by Lewis L. Lorwin, published by the
Brookings Institution in Washington, price 50
cents. There is a lack of up-to-date material on
the subject In English, and this paniphlet summarizes the results of first-hand studies in countries in wh~chthe economic council idea has been
spreading.
In the preface, Dr. Lorwin acknowledges his
debt t o h11ss Adelaide R. Hasse, a former Editor
of SPECIALLIBRARIES,for the translation of
documents in the Append~x.

*

*

Apartment House Increases and Attitudes
toward Home Ownership is the title of Research
Monograph No 4, published by The Institute
for Ecot~omic Research, 337 East Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Although various sections
of the Monograph have appeared in briefer form
as articles in the Jollrtral of Land and P~iblic
Uldily Eco~ronncs,the scattered material is here
integrated with added discussion of methods,
findings and interpretations.

* * *

* * *

In the February issue of the Itld?tslrial Ark
I~tdet.of the H. W. n'ilson Co., we find a note of
Fortune's Favorites; Portraits of Some American
Companies, an anthology from Forlune dfagnzrirc
The articles, which have been revised and
brought up to date, tell the stories of fifteen important companies and the men vitally connected w ~ t hthem I'ubl~shed by .\Ifred A. ICnopf,
New York

In commemoration of the George Washington
Bicentennial, an unusual list of publications is
published in the February Issue of the Italy
America Society's Bulletin. It concerns the relations between George Washington and the
Italians of his time. and cons~stsof three sections:
Works on the life of Washington, Italian books

Librar~eswhich have had inquiries for books on
the stock market and speculat~onwill be Interestetl in a book published by The Sears Publ~shing
Co., New York, entitled How Shrewd Speculators Win, by F. C. Kelly and Sullivan Burgess,
which is offered 111 The Indtrslrial Arts Index as

* * *

188

"a guide to behavior when the market rises.
Popular explanation of what goes on bchind the
stock market scenes serves as warning and precept lor the amateur to follow."

-
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* * *

The Pirblrshers' Weekly for February 27, notes
t h a t the Enoch Pratt Free Library in Baltimore
has published "one of the loveliest historical maps
t h a t have been issued in this country, a History
Map of Maryland, price $2.50 The research has
been directed by two of the library staff."

*

Pensions in Railway Service; References,
with Notes, by the Library of the Bureau of
Railway Economics, Washington, D. C., is a very
admirable bibliography which should be useful t o
anyone having more than a casual interest in
pensions. The first part consists of general discussions and is arranged chronologically beginning
with 1889. The early beginning is of value, of
course, and added to that each reference has such
a n excellent annotation that its bearing on the
problem in hand can be determined a t sight. The
second part is devoted to individual railroad's
plans. Each part is indexed.

* * *

Mrs. Katharine Maynard, VaiI Librarian a t
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
contributed an article on Sci~ncein Early English Literature (1550-1650) to the January issue
of Isis, the organ of the History of Science
Society and of the International Committee of
t h e History of Science, published in Bruges,
Belgium.

* * *

A new M. W. Wilson Company enterprise,
"The Vertical File Service" is described in the
Wilson Birlieiitr for March. This new plan proposes t o list worthwhile pamphlets in a monthly
catalog and to assist in their distribution to
libraries. Entrieswill be made in thecatalog under
recommended subject headings, with information
a s to the distribution of free and other pamphlets.
Printtd order slips will be supplied, which may be
sent to the Vertical File Service lor forwarding to
publishers. It is felt that a t this time, when many
libraries arc suffering from decreased book funds,
a well-maintained vertical file can fill a vital need.
The first catalog of the service will be forthcoming soon, to subscribers to Readers' Guidc. For
the present the subscription rate will be the same
a s for Readers' Guide.

* * *

Several of the Michigan Business Studies,
published by the School of Business Administration of the University of hlichigan, are on real
estate: An Index of Local Real Estate Prices (50

cents); Real Estate Subdividing Activity and
Population. Groarth in Nine Urban Areas (50
cents); Catalog of Long Term Leases k Detroit
(G.00);
Subdivision Accounts ($1 0 0 ) : Problems
of Long-tenn Leases ($1.00); Real Estate Valuation ($1.00); Real Estate Leases and Federal
Income Tax ($1.00).
*

*

I

Engineering News Record of March 3, 1932,
carries a very good descriptive article on the
library of Land and Water Transportation of the
University of Michigan, and adds a paragraph on
similar collections throughout the country.

* * *

The Business B w k League, 160 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, has published a descriptive
pamphlet 01 The 100 Best Business Books of
1931.
I t is interesting that since publication of The
Special Libraries Directory which notes and indexes under subject a collection of bmks and
articles on chess and checkers a t the Montague
Branch of the Brooklyn Public Library, there has
been found t o be a greatly increased demand for
information about these games.

* * *

The Library of the harto on School of Cornmercc and Finance of the University of Pennsylvania compiled a list of suggestive references
for use in connection with the Third Annual
Wharton Alumni Institute of Business. The
references cover the topics discussed a t eight
round table sessions. A member of the library
staff made some attractive posters, one with the
assistance of the Statistical Department.

* * *

A bibliography of books in the St. Louis Public

Library dealing with various aspects of the present economic crisis was published in the Library's
Monthly Bdlctin for February. The list is annotated and covers U. S. economic conditions,
business cycles, four separate panics since the one
in 1836, finance, and the gold standard.
I

*

*

Libraries making use of foreign government
publications will be interested in a forthcoming
volume of the H. W. Wilsor~ Co., List of the
Serial Publicntions of Foreign Governments.
Until now there has been no guide bbok to the
source materials in this field. Every government
publishing since 1815 is represented among the
nearly 30,000 titles. The volume is sponsored by
the American Council of Learned Societiee, the
National Research Council, and the American
Library Association. I t is mid on the service basis
rate.
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Two studies of business failures have appeared
recently. Business Mortali@ of Illinois Retail
Stores from 1925 to 1930. (Bulletin 41, Bureau of
Business Research, Uni\;ersity of Illinois) showed
that of over 9,000 retail dealers in business in
1925, 46 percent were gone in 1930. The main
purposes of the study were to discover changes
which had taken place in the numbers of retailers
in eleven trades, t o compare mortality among
certain trades, changes in various sizes of towns,
and what factors had caused these changes.
The other study is of Causes of Business
Failures and Bankruptcies of Individuals in New
Jersey in 1929-30. It was made by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce in cooperation
with the Institute of Human Relations and the
Law School a t Yale University, and may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents for
10 cents.

* * *

As a rule, special libraries make no formal annual reports, though probably any one of them
could furnish upon request their general statistics
of urn. In this connection we note in Mechatrical
Engineering of March 1932 a reference to the fact
that the Engineering Societies Library in New
York served 27,943 readers in the year 1931.
The Municipal Reference Library, a branch of
the New York Public Library, likewise showed
an increase in use in the year 1931 when 56,286
came t o the library for assistance and in addition
19,172 inquiries by letter and telephone were
answered.

* * *

Library News - books and pamphlets
recently added to the Reference Libmry, Federal
Reserve Bank of New York we find note of
two especially interesting publications: Memorandum on Commercial Banks, 1913-1929, by the
League of Nations. This study, projected some
years ago, after many delays and a gradual
extension of scope now covers thirty comn~ercial
banking systems. The balance sheets, and where
available, the profit and loss accounts of the commercial banks in each country are analyzed In a
series of chapters, each of which contains an introdactory note giving a brief description, in part
historical, of the banking system concerned.
Brokers Loms, by Lewis H. Haney and others,
reviews the general nature of brokers loans and
explains and analyzes the primary data. The
authors elaborate the relationship of loans t o the
security markets. Loans from non-bank sources
are discussed, the effect of brokers loans on commercial credit, and finally some of the question8
raised by various projects for regulation of these
loans. T h e authors emphasize that plans for
control should be studied and drawn up during
111

-

times of depression, should be mechanired and
have definite limits, establ~shedin advance. They
should depend a s little a s possible upon the discretion of some small group of men. The least
objectionable form of control would be that of
placing a definite limit on the amount of fur~clsa
broker may borrow. T h e publishers are Harper &
Bros.

* * *

The February issue of The Librory Associalion Record, published b y the Library Associat~on
in London, contains a four-page obituary of Dr.
Melvil Dewey.

* * *

Industrial Relations Counselors, 165 Broadway, New York City, publishes another of its
semi-annual reviews of the current literature bf
industrial relations in the January 1932 issue of
its Library BuNetitr. W e reprint the entire foreword because it is such a n adequate description
of the scope of t h e Survey.
The business depression is probably responsible for the unusual number of books published
during 1931 concerning themselves with general economic questions, particularly suggesting
the causes of our present depression on the one
hand and remedies for it on the other. Only a
few of these bits have been included in the
bulletin, althou@ most of them discuss subjects and condit~onsthat affect industrial relations policies and methods. Noteworthy among
those included are the books by John Dewey
(no. 2), Gerard Swope (no. 8), Sumner Slichter
(no. 7) and J. A. Hobson (no. 45). A very
rtinent report has been compiled by the
S. Department of Commerce rit4,the title
"Forging Ahead During Depresion (no. 9)
in which firms which have maintained or increased volume or profits give what they consider the most important reasons or policies
for this success. Two general business manuals
have been published during the past six
months, one under the auspices of the American Management Association (no. 13) and the
other edited by James C. Egbert of Columbia
University and a group of associates (no. 14).
Both have sections devoted to several phases
of perwnnel management.
An unusual number of surveys have been
preparcd and published. The Bureau of Businese Research of Ohio State University has
made a survey of personnel practices among
Ohio industries, t h e data being analyzed and
prepared for publiation by B. 1;. Timmons
(no. 19). Three significant surveys have been
made to discover t h e extent and characteristic3
of groups of unemployed rsons and the typea
of persons most a f i e c t e r b y unemployment.
The Pierce School of Business Administration
in Philadelphia (no. 26) made a study of conditions in 231 offices which shows the effect on
ofice workers in t h a t city of the busineas
depression. T h e American Woman's Association (no. 27) made a study of their members to
show how t h e trained woman was affected by
the economic crisis. T h e National Urban
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League (no. 28) gathered facts and figures
respecting unemployment among negroes in
106 cities, and the Bureau of Business Research
of the University of Indiana (no. 55) studied
the occupational experience of 100 unemployed
in Bhnungton.
A study of mutual benefit associations has
been made by Dean I<. Brundage of the U. S.
Public Health Service (no 42) baaed on queStionnaires sent to 600 companies. T h ~ s1s
probably the most comprehensive collection of
data on the operation of mutual benefit
associations.
There have been several significant publications issued in fields not before covered bj: any
important literature. The pamphlet on Dismissal Compensation" published by the Industrial Relations Section of Princeton University
(no 64) analyzes the types of dismissal wage
olans. The Metrowlitan Life Insurance Company (no. 37) i&ed a pamphlet on the functions of an industrial eye clinic which outlines
the procedure to be followed in establishing
this type of health work.

* * *

The Ftle, the monthly bulletm of the Filing
Association of New York, reprinted in its February number the article of Mrs. Louise P.Dorn,
"Home Indexing of Periodicals," from SrecrllL
LIBRARIES
of October 1930.
*

a

*

W~lnlingon(Delaware) Chamber of Commerce
has compiled a Survey of the Industrial Advantages of the Port and City of Wilmington on the
Delaware. The facts are cited br~efly,tabulated
and illustrated w ~ t hphotograplls.

* * *

The hlinneapolis Industrial Committee, 1456
Northwestern Bank Building, Minneapolis, has
issued a mimeograph survey, Facts on M i e apolis -Industrial Center of the Northwest. It is
graphically presented.

* * *

A collection of books taken from the Seligman
Library of Econonlics a t Columbia University
has k e n placed on exh~bitionin Schernlerhorn
Hall, Anlsterdam Avenue and 117th Street. The
title pages reveal that the present economic depression bears a close resemblance to the eight
which have occurred since 1700
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The Journal of Accountancy, Inc., the publishing
department of the American Institute of Accountants has embarked on an ambitious publishing
program.
Each year a vast quantity of material on accounting and allied subjects is submitted to the
Institute for consideration for publication. The
enlargement of the scope of its publishing department now makes it practicable to increase considerably the amount of such material handled.
I t is planned during the current year to select
a t least six books of outstanding merit for
publication.
To provide an outlet for its own stock, as
well as for technical bwks of other publishers, the
Institute has opened a bookstore on the ground
floor of its headquarters (135 Cedar Street, New
York). A mail order service in connection with
the bwkshop will further facilitate the securing
of publications in all parts of the United States.

* * *
A book that contributes to an understanding of
the trouble in the Far East is The Washington
Conference and After, by Yamato Ichihashi,
Professor of Japanese History and Government
a t Stanford Univers~ty. I t offers a thorough,
accurate discussion of the situation in the Pacific
since the War, and makes clear the points a t
issue between Japan and China. I t gives a key to
the motives actuating various governments concerned in the affair, and provides a sound critical
review of the causes behind present-day effects.
The book is recommended by J. R. Condl~ffein
his booklet on the Pacific area in the A. L. A
"Reading with a Purpose" series. Publ~shedby
Stanford University Press, Stanford Univers~ty,
Calif. Price, $4.00.

* * *

A valuable addition for business libraries will
k found in the 1932 edition of Market Research
Sources, a Guide to Information on Domestic
Matketing. I t is published by the Marketing
Service Division of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce and may be obtained from
the Suoerintendent of Documents. Washinpton.
- .
* * *
D. C The price is 30 cents.
In the preface to The United States in World
The change in title from the previous edition
Affairs, 1931, just publ~shedby the Council on known as "Market Research Agencies" serves to
Foreign Relations in h'ew York City, the au- make the purpose of the publication much clearer
thors, b4r Walter Lippmann and Mr. W. 0. as the book does not profess to be a complete
Scroggs, "gratefully acknowledge their obligdtion directory of agencies carrying on research, but
to Miss Ruth Savord, who has prepared the rather a guide to information in print or otherbibliography and assisted a t every p o ~ n tin the wise available to the general business public.
collect~onof the material."
The present edition does not contain any ma* * *
terial published before 1925, and i t is, therefore,
Under the new name of Arner~can Institute necessary to retain the 1930 edition of "Market
Publishing Co.. Inc , substituted for the name, Research Agencies" for records of earlier studies.

April, 1939

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

N W a m E. Henry, long Librarian of the University of Washington Library and Dean of its
Library School, leaves to the library profession
a collection of his papers in one volume entitled
M y Own Opinions Upon Libraries and Librarianship (University of Washington Press, 1931).
Special librarians may be interested to read a
paper "requested and read before the Business
Section of the A. L A. in Seattle 1925" -"The
Type of Education Needed by a Business Librarian " Most or all spec~allibrarians will agree
with his thesis that such education should consist
of (1) a broad academic education; (2) a t least
one year of library training; and (3) a fair mastery
of the principles, purposes,. technicalities and
vocabulary of the business with which she is
associated. But they may be amused a t his introduction t o the paper wherein he admits his
sole purpose of attempting the task because he
seldom gets his name upon the American Library
Association programs except when held in the
\Vest!

* * *

How Publishers Win, by H e r h r t Hungerford

(published by Ransdell, Inc., Washington, D C.,
1931), is a handbook for publishers and journal-

ists. I t is a fascinating presentation of the actual
practices and processes used in making and
marketing books and periodicals. To all who edit
-be sure t o read this book because you are
bound t o profit by it; to all who use books the
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processes of manufacture should interest; to
those who sell books here are many suggest~ons;
to librarians who encourage reading of books and
magazines Chapter X, "What Folks Read and
Why," is sure to captivate and interest you.

The American Academy of Air Law was incorporated in January 1931 as a medium for c d r dinating the efforts of organizations and mdividuals interested in the rational development of
aeronautical and radio law and to promote
scientific research and investigation of the many
new phases of legal problems presented. The
Academy, whose headquarters are a t the New
York University School of Law, publishes the
Air Law Review and plans to publish the results
of research to be carried on a t variouseduc~t~onal
institutions which are members of the Academy.
A library of literature on aeronautical and radio
law is planned. T h e Committee on Library and
Bibliography includes, among others, A. B.
Lindsay, Assistant Librarian, Washington Square
College, New York University; M. Alice Matthews, Librarian, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace; M~ldredPressman, Librarian,
National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters; Denys P. Myers, Director of Rescarch,
World Peace Foundation; and C. E il'alton,
Assistant to Librarian, Harvard College Library.
Alison Reppy is President and Executive Director.

Coune in Special Library Administration

M

ISS LINDA H. MORLEY, Librarian of
Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc.,
will offer in the Summer Sessioi~of the School of
Library Service, Columbia University, a course in
Special Libraries. The class w~llbegin Tuesday,
July 5, and end Friday, August 12, meeting every
day, with the exception of Saturday which w~llbe
free after the first week. Application for admission
should be made on blanks provided by the Director of Admissions.
The course aims to present the purposc and
point of view of a special l~braryand to d~scuss
the techn~calmethods adapted to such a library,
whether established to promote the interests of an
individual corporation, a government depariment, an association, or developed as a branch or
department of a publ~cor a university library. I t
surveys the conditions under n-hich library service may exlst, the different methods used in
epecral libraries and the ways in wh~chgeneral
library methods may be selected, adapted and
applied to meet diverse conditions. The approach

throughout the course to each activ~tyof the
special library is that of the librarian organizing
or assuming charge of such a library. Each subject is considered in the order and in the way
required to plan the library program for a particular group or organization. The course aims to
be functional rather than theore~ic,to train the
librarian familiar with general library methods in
the principles of specialiration 111 library service,
both as to subject and as t o type of clientele or
organization served It also fanliliari7es the s ~ u dent with the kinds of information the specinlist
needs and t h e printed and other sources from
which i t may be obtained.
Registration must be effected in person and
should be completed for. full credit on June 30,
July 1 or 2 before classes begin. From July 5 to
July 9, inclusive, only half credit is granted and a
fee of $6 00 is charged for late registration. After
July 9 no credit is granted and no late fee is
charged. T h e tuit~onfee for the course is $20 00,
and in addition there is a Lrnlversity fee of $7.00.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

April, 1932

GOVERNMENT MATERIAL
Elizabeth 0.
Cullen, Department Editor
Independent Offices Appropriation Bill for 1933.
Hearing before the Subcommittee on Appropriations in charge . . . House of Representatives. 72d Cong., 1st sess. Indexed. 740 p.
Govt. Print. Off.

* * *

Defining and Limiting the Jurisdiction of Courts
Sitting in Equity. Hearing before the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives
. . . on 1-1. R. 5313. Feb. 25, 1932 68 p.
Govt. Print. Off.

* * *

Nomination of James H.Wilkerson [to be United
States Circuit Judge, Seventh Circuit]. Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee
. Jan. 21,
on the Judiciary, U. S. Senate
22,Feb. 9,10 and 12, 1932. 115 p. "Printed for
the use of the Committee on the Judiciary."

.

t

*

*

Panama Canal Legislation. Hearings before a
Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives . . on H. R. 7498 t o H. R. 7523. Jan
13 and Feb. 4,5, 1932.99 p. Govt Print. Off.

.

* * *

Railroad Legislation (Section 15a - Recapture
Clause- 1. S. Act) (Section 15a Rule of
Ratc Making - I. C. Act) (Section 19a
Valuat~ons- I. C Act) Hearings before the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives
on H. R.
7116 and 7117 . . . Jan. and Feb. 1032.
584 p Govt. Print. Off.

-

General Land Office Circular NO. 1237. 29 p.
Govt Print. Off.

* * *

Scholarships m d Fellowships - Grante Available in United States Colleges and Universities,
by Ella B. Ratcliffe. Office of Education Bulletin, 1931, No. 15. 157 p. Indexed. Govt.
Print. OK.30 cents.

* * *

Classification Rule 34 Governing Size and
Minimum Weight of Cars. Decision of Interstate Commerce Commission in I. and S.
Docket No. 3591, Feb. 17, 1932. 12 mimeo. p.
Interstate Commerce Commission.

* * *

Trucking L. C. L. Freight in Lieu of Rail Service
in Chicago District. Report proposed by R. N.
Trezise, Examiner. 4 mimeo. p. Interstate
Cornmerce Commission.

* * *

I. C. C. Primary Values Brought Down to December 31, 1930, on the Basis of the Annual
Reports to the Interstate Commerce Commisby Bureau
sion Four Eastern Systems
of Statistics, Interstate Commerce Commission.
3 mimeo. p. Interstate Commerce Commission.

-

-

...

* * *

Regulation of Motor Carrier Transportation.
Hearings before the Committee on Interstate
. on S. 2791. At
Commerce, U. S. Senate
present appearing in parts "Printed for the
use of the Conunitteeon Interstate Commerce."
Part 1,Feb. 1-6,8,1932. 181 p.

..

* * *

Revenue Revision, 1932. Hearings before the
Comrnittcc on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives . . . Jan. 13-27, Feb. 2-4,
1932. Revised and corrected edition, prepared
under direction of the Clerk of the Committee.
Indexed. 1237 p. Govt. Print. Off.

* * *

Regulations concerning Right of Way over Public
Lands and Reservations for Canals, Ditches,
and Reservoirs and Use of Right of Way for
Various Purposes. Approved Feb. 21, 1931.

T

...

Higher Education
HE American Council on Education, Wash-

ington, D. C., is responsible for that useful
compendium of information on "American Universities and Colleges," edited by John Henry
hlcCracken and published by Williams and
Wilkins ,Co., Baltimore, Md., 1932, second edition revised and enlarged.
I t is very convenient to have within the covers
of one book all the salient facts concerning 521
institutions of higher education in the United
States, together with the names of administrative
personnel connected therew~th.
"Part I is devoted t o a general explanation of
the organization and operation of higher education with a brief survey of preparation for the
professions and of the facilities for graduate
study and research." The library in the college, in
the university, and in the graduate school is
described well. In the latter we note attent~onis
called to the "Special Libraries D~rectory."
One of the XVII Appendices a t the back of the
volume 1s devoted to a description of the Special
Libraries Association and its activities and more
useful publications.

Pages 193-196 d e l e t e d , advertising.

